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FIRESTONE FIRES BLACK WORKER
Culled 'Nigger'
By Foreman

Say 'Nix' On
Moynihan Job
the possibility of disorders in
the streets by his being there,"
Wright told newsmen after
meeting with Nixon.
Moynihan, while employed
by the Labor Department in
1965, wrote a controversial
study called "The Moynihan
Nathan Wright of Newark, Reoprt, which called for a reN.J., h e ad of the National structuring of Negro family
Black Power Conference, said life and discussed the high
the appointment of Daniel Pat- number of black men who derick Moynihan to the Urban sert their families each year.
Council was a "clue that some- Moynihan is considered a libone of a white mind set has eral and sympathetic with the
been put in a post that is cru- Negro cause, but some black
leaders felt his report was an
cial to black people
'He (Moynihan) does add to affront.
Others who met for an hour
with Nixon, including Ralph D.
Abernathy, chairman of the
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference, declined to get into
a discussion of their feelings
about Moynihan's appointment,
but Abernathy chided the president-elect for failing to name
a Negro to his cabinet.
Memphis State University "We don't have a black man
has been awarded a $13,000 to represent the black
people
grant, under Title I of the High- of the nation on the
cabinet
er .Eaiiinis...aleto.,(13entasuoi- itnd to me ,that is 'a
backi,var
ty Service Programs), for an step," Abernathy
said.
eight-month program to deHobson Reynolds, president
recreational
interests
velop
mation program at St.
BUSINESSMAN CITED —
and vocational skills in the arts of the Negro Elks Clubs. and
Paul Baptist Church on New
plaque honoring him as
A
John
Murphy, president of the
for 16-22 year old low-income
Year's Day and sponsored
one of the "Men of the
Memphis youth. The Memphis National Newspaper AssociaYear" was presented to
by the Robert R. Church
tion,
departments
appeared not to share:
State University
Eldridge, secLodge 1447 of the Elks, and
Thomas
A.
of music, drama, and dance, the others' disapproval.
making the presentation
ond from left, during the
together with the Memphis "We were quite satisfied
is Col. George W. Lee, cenEmancipation Proclathe
Academy of Art will coopera- with the meeting," Murphy
tively sponsor a three-phase said.
program with the Memphis Reynolds
said, "I told Mr
Park Commission community Nixon
very frankly that the
centers, the Methodist NeighNegroes of America
were,
borhood Centers and St. Pat- afraid
to trust the Republican
rick's Community Center.
Party. If he carries out his
Don Bennett, Memphis State administration the way he said,'
assistant professor of music, he would do much to rebuild
and
project director, stated that the resurrect the Republican
Par- 1
philosophy of Title I is to en- ty with the Negro
people,"
Aaron Henry of Clarksdale,
courage colleges and universi- Moynihan, who
attended
the the president of the National'
ties to apply their resources di- news conference
with the six Association for the Advancerectly to the solution of identi- Negroes
after their meeting ment of Colored People for the,
One
problems.
community
fied
with Nixon, was asked to re- state of Mississippi, Will be the l A 24-year-old woman, despoilsuch problem is that youths in spend to
Wright's criticism of guest of Radio Station
financial conlow-income neighborhoods often his
WDIAI dent about recent
appointment.
with a
killed
herself
on
DIALOG"
next!
ditions,
"DIA
on
for
selfhave
the
outlets
do not
Asserting
afternoon
We
Sunday
had
a
at
6
p.m.
rifle
last
Jan.
19,
marSunday,
expression that are readily
of a
meeting,"
Moynihan
available in middle and upper velous
Only last week. Mr. Henry ' while visiting in the home
brother-in-law,
said
the
criticism
was
a
sign
neighborhoods.
Berry,
Theodore
socio-economic
accompanied
The victim was Mrs. Bertha
This is especially true after the of the times in which "People who heads the Community Accan speak their minds. . .pea- tion section of the Office of Kell
youth leaves high school.
wife of Edward Kel24,y
candid with Economic Opportunity, on a
Since there are no training pie can be more
visiting the vici
c
ly.
They
were
tour of 0E0 projects in Misvehicles designed to assist com- each other."
brother-in-law,
Calvin
'film's
termed
Moynihan's
Wright
sissippi.
munity center directors improve their skills in the arts role as an adviser on Urban
and in arts program develop- Affairs "pla ntationis m "
ment, the first step in the proj- "I respect Mr. Moynihan but
ect is to extend the Memphis I think he's in the wrong spot,"
Wright said: "If you had an
State University and the Arts
Academy talents to meet the Englishman advising on Irish
specialized needs of this small, affairs, the Irish would object."
He said Moynihan's appointSee Page 2
ment as head of the Council
On Urban Affairs and Nixon's
chief adviser on problems in
the cities and the ghettos was
a "bleak — not black" mark
which Nixon would have to
overcome.
Wright stressed that he was
a Republican and "an unofficial worker" for Nixon and
had high hopes that the Nixon
Administration would be able
to deal with problems in the
A 25-year-old man was stab- ghetto. He told newsmen in a
bed in the stomach with a private session after the news
butcher knife on Sunday by conference that he did not
a 16-year-old boy who accused voice his objection to Nixon
him of putting itching powder during their meeting.
on him.
"Mr. Nixon was very gracEugene Ray of 2507 Calvert ious. He talked and we listenwas stabbed by Leon Vaught ed," Wright said. He said
of 2503 Calvert following the Nixon "indicated his great conthat black people be
argument in which the boy cern
accused Ray of having sprinkl- treated like people.
"As a black man I had to
ed the powder on him.
The argument continued as admit I was greatly pleased
the two were walking to the by the response of a white
corner of Calvert and Holly- man with grave responsibiliwood. when young Vaught pull- ties."
ed the butcher knife and stab- In addition to Abernathy
Wright, Reynolds and Murphy
bed Ray.
On Monday, the victim's con- Sandy Ray of Brooklyn, first
dition was listed as critical id vice president of the National
Baptist Convention, and John
John Gaston Hospital.
An elderly couple from Lima, Ohio's south end mirrors
Vaught was in Juveni:e Court Johnson, president of Johnson
and will be charged with as- Publishing Co., also attended the tiring uncomfortable experience of displacemeet from
the meeting.
their homes while children frolic with a holiday atenossault to murder.

NEW YORK (UPI) — Black
leaders criticized Presidentelect Richard M. Nixon Monday for failing to name a Negro to a cabinet level post and
for appointing a white man
head of the Council On Urban
Affairs.

Memphis State
Gets $13,000
Arts Grant

Aaron Henry

To Be Guest
on DIA Trilog

Itching Powder
Prank Results
In A Stabbing

A black worker at Firestone required seven days.
Tire and Rubber Company, "With me out of the way."
who complained about a fore- Mr. Turner said, "they will be
man calling him "nigger" at able to ignore the complaint
the plant on last Thursday, was I filed with the union."
fired on Monday when he show- Firestone workers say that
ed up for what he thought discrimination still exists withwould be a hearing on his in the plant, and takes the
grievance.
form of partition within rest
0. L. Turner, a tire assem- rooms and extreme pressure
bler for 21 months with the from whites for blacks to refirm which hires more than main in the same areas set
1,300 blacks, told the Tri-State aside for blacks before integraDefender that he had never tion.
been reprimanded since going Of the 1.300 black workers
to Firestone, but that he was there, only seven arc in supertold he was fired and to turn visory jobs.
in his badge after being told
he was guilty of using abusive
language and failed to follow
instructions.
Mr. Turner said while work
ing on the three-to-11 shift at
Firestone last Thursday, his
tire room foreman, Raymond
"Red" Wiseman, came up and
began talking to him about a
matter.
"In replying to his question, A delegation from the KenI called him Red, the name nedy Democrat Organization,
the whites use in talking to led by the president, Mrs. Kahim," Mr. Turner explained, Ale Sexton, journeyed to Nash"and -he yelled. 'Nigger, don't ville by bus early Tuesday
you call me -Red.'"
morning, Jan. 7, to see State
Senator
Ed Gillock and State
Mr.
Turner
said
that
he
askHulbert.
Maurice
left, are
ter, Grand Commissioner
Representatives
Charles Burch
ed
the
man
what
he
had
said,
co-chairman of the proof Education. Mr. Eldridge
that he repeated it, using and James I. Taylor take the
and
Mitchell,
Leonard
of
years
gram;
was cited for 14
oaths of office.
same words.
co-chairman of Emancipa- the
support Harlem Houses, oi
After
going
to
his
local
union
The delegation was met by
tion Proclamation program;
which he is president, have
to file the grievance, accom- the three state officials on arand Frank Scott, associate
given to the Elks' Christpanied by three friends, he said rival in Nashville, and were in
chairman.
Others, from
mar '
r ,It
the union president, G. W. the gallery of the senate when
"Rip" Clark. tried to dissuade the 33 senators took the oath
him from filing it, and said he at the same time that the state
thought an apology would be representatives
were taking
all that was necessary, since their oaths in another chamhe had heard older Negroes ber.
using the same term.
The KDO delegation was the
When Mr. Turner returned largest and the only one on
to the plant last Friday, he I hand for the service, and its
was not allowed to enter &presence was noted by Senaand was told he was suspend- tor Gillock on the floor. He told
ed for the day and that he his colleagues that his eleccould come back on Monday tion as state senator was due
for a hearing,
in part to his backing by the
He said he thought that the Kennedy Democrat Organizainto
went
Mrs.
Kelly
Sunday.
Kelly of 467 Charter rd., in n
hearing would be about his tion, "the youngest and most
section only recently annexed the room where she found the complaint against Mr. Wise- powerful organization of its
loaded rifle, and shot herself. man, but that the man was not kind" in West Tennessee, he
to the city.
An argument with her hus- present or the matter men- said.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Officers said
Two black senators were
Kelly had been living in motele band about "money matters" tioned.
and hotels and charging it since was blamed for the young When told that he was being among those taking office last
fired, he said H. B. Griffin, Tuesday. They were Attys. J.
having lost their home recent- wran's death.
vice president of Local 186, 0. Patterson, Jr., of Memphis,
Mrs.
of
daughter
was
the
She
ly.
complained that the penalty and Avon Williams of NashWhile she and her husband Minnie Jackson of Tougaloo, was too severe for the charge. ville.
In making a plea that Mr. Atty. Patterson voted for
were visiting his brother on Miss,
Turner be retained in his job Frank Gorrell as speaker of
at Firestone, Mr. Griffin cited the Senate and was in the cominstances where other employes mittee appointed to escort him
had been charged with more to the rostrum.
serious offenses and had not Bishop and Mrs. J. 0. Patbeen fired or penalized with
See Page 2
time off.
At about the same time Mr.I
Turner was being fired from' p% •
Firestone, he said a white
worker was caught stealing,
tires, and was only penalized
with a 90-day suspension.
Mr. Turner's colleagues' said
his dismissal was the company's excuse to avoid answering his grievance within the
A 17-year-old boy, who walked outside Jeff's Barbecue at
361 Butler to find out why his
date was talking to another
youth, was shot in the neck
last Saturday night, a short
while after midnight.
The victim was John Perry,
Jr., of 215 Driver, rear.
Officers said young Perry
and a girl had gone to the barThe Right Rev D Ward becue restaurant and seated
Nichols, senior bishop of the inside when the girl went outAfrican Methodist Episcopal side and began talking with anEpiscopal other boy.
Twelfth
Church's
District, will deliver the ser- After Perry went outside and
mon at the morning service asked what was going on, he
here at St. James AME Church started back inside, he told ofon Sunday. Jan. 19, and the ficers, and the other youth pulled a pistol and shot him in the
public is invited.
Bishop Nichols is considered neck.
one of the greatest Christian The victim's date W3F quesministers, and is an educator tioned, but she told police she
knew the assailant only on
as well as a preacher.
His sermons are said to be sight, and not by name
both "inspirational and reward- The bullet went through the
fleshy part of the *tire's neck,
ing."
',here. Some 7,000 persons were evacuated late Tuesday
pastor
He was treated anal lased at
Starks
is
H.
L.
Rev.
explosions
90-125
throughout
a
threatened
fumes
when gas
John Gaston Hospital.
of St. James.
square black area of the city. (UPI Telephone).
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$19,000 Is Reported
In '68 UNCF Drive
Memphians contributed $19,Working closely with Mr.Ivision, turned in more than
000 to the 1968 campaign for Weathers in the campaign were $500the United Negro College Fund,
it was announced this week by Miss Naomi Gordon, George Big gifts included $2,250 from
the local general chairman, W. Cox and R. J. Roddy. J. Strickland Co. (Royal Crown
Mr. Cox, principal of Walker preparations); $2,100 from UniW. C. (Bill) Weathers.
Elementary
Avenue
School, versal Life Insurance Co., and
UNCF, a national fund-rais- was chairman of the City $1,000 from William (Bill)
ing agency for 36 member col- School Teachers Division which Loeb, head of Loeb's LaundryCleaners and barbecue driveleges and universities, lasoie- reported more titan $4,000.
in chain.
isk
fits LeMoyne-Owen,
and Knoxville in Tennessee; Miss Gordon. who worked
soThe Co-Ettes helped swell
Philander-Smith in Arkansas: with clubs, organizations,
fraternities,
rerorities
and
the fund by reporting nearly
Tougaloo in Mississippi; Xavier and Dillard in Louisiana, ported approximately $1,000,'$900. They also receive credit
and Tuskegee, Talladega, Still- and Mr. Roddy, in charge of for two thirds of the William
man and Oakwood in Alabama. the County School Teachers Di- Loeb gift.
Lealoyne-Ovven's share of the
national UNCF fund this year
will come to about $80,000.
President Hollis F. Price of
the Memphis college said he
"greatly appreciates the interest shown by Memphians in
this annual campaign."

phis business establishments,
such as advertising agencies,
recording studios, commercial
art concerns, photo processing
Continued From Page I
'labs and professional theater
but very important group of rehearsals.
youth leaders. Thus, Phase I Phase III of the project is
of the project, beginning in the key innovative portion. BeFebruary, 1969, will bring com- ginning in June, at least twenty
are many training and regis- tion the TENNESSEE DEof the 16-22 year olds, exhibitmunity center directors to the ing leadership potential and
tered nurses who have not PARTMENT
OF
EMPLOYworked in the occupation for MENT SECURITY in coopera- Arts Academy and Memphis basic artistic skills, will be
several years but who are now tion with the MEMPHIS State for two, eight-week series hired by the project to work
as assistant directors in suminterested in returning to the ADULT EDUCATION
CENprofession. However, technical TER, DOWNTOWN BRANCH of workshops. The first series mer programs for younger
advances and lack of confi- is offering a six-week refresh- will include basic drawing on children, held in the various
dence prohobit their re-entry er course for Registered Nurses Tuesday mornings, and dra- community centers. "We want
who have been out of the prothese young adults to have an
into the labor force.
demonstrate
to
To help alleviate this situa. fession for at least two years. matics on Thursday mornings. opportunity
The second workshop series, their potential as leaders and
Those with license or eligiartists in a realistic employble to secure Tennessee li- beginning in April, will include ment situation," said Bennett.
cense who are interested in ceramics and pottery, and mod"Phase I of the program
up-dating
their
professional ern dance.
knowledge with the intention
. need not be limited to those
of returning to nursing will In Phase II, pilot activity community service agencies
1 programs for the 16-22 year listed above," said Bennett.
be eligible for the course.
!old youth will be sponsored at Anyy community organization
The program, funded under selected
community
centers wishing to Implement programs
Understanding Myself and
the
Manpower
Development throughout the city. The sched- in
n th arts
Others
and Training Act, will begin ule calls for two, twelve-week primarily those not in school,
Baby Care — Understand- the next class session January programs in music, two in art, should contact Mr. Don Ben20, 1969
one in dramatics, and one in nett at Memphis State Univering Children
film making, all to begin in sity Music Department.
Health. Grooming and PerA second section will begin a February and March. Arts masonal Charm
few weeks after the completion jors from Memphis State, the
Proper Selection of Clothes of this first group. Interested
Arts Academy, and working
Sewing — Making Clothes applicants may apply at the
professionals will assist the
for Myself and Baby
TENNESSEE DEPARTMENT center directors in conducting
Proper Food Selections for OF EMPLOYMENT SECURIthe programs.
Myself and Baby
TY, 1295 POPLAR AVENUE
Getting the Most for My (SECOND FLOOR), OR THE One dance and one pottery Money
ADULT EDUCATION
program
a c tivits
CEN- ceramics
Entertainment and RecreaTER, DOWNTOWN
BRANCH, will he offered in April. As
tion
591 Washington avenue.
part of each activity program,.

Medical Center Calls
For Registered Nurses
Due to recent expansion of
many of the hospitals which
make up the Memphis Medical
Ceuta'
tzz. t::-..
-reased demand for medical services as a
result of Medicare, the need
is becoming more and more
Recent surveys conducted by
the Tennessee Nurses' Association have shown that there

KDo on Hand To See At Learning Laboratory
Senators Take Oath

Quick Promotion
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Save a bundle!
Lease trucks from
CARL CARSON!
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ha v e
been made and will be considered. Rev. J. L. Netters, chairman of the council committee,
will report on his recent visit
with Mrs. M. L. King to secure
her permission and approval
of certain suggestions.
Several
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Memorial For Dr. King
Will Be Considered

BARA McNAIR

1

SAVE 10 A.M. 'til 9:30 P.M. MON. thru SAT.

Held Over

49111LAI

Grant

• Night
•
Famity
Planned

The Parent Education component of the Memphis Community Laboratory at 370 S.
Orleans has planned a night
of family activities for next
1
!
was
Page
Continued
From
feted
by
Tuesday night, Jan. 21, from
Bert
and
Bates
high'
had
also
president
The
praise for Mr. Weathers. "He terson and other members of Jack Morris of Memphis at a7 to 9 13.m •
was an excellent chairman," the Patterson family were on buffet supper given in the I Parents are invited to attend
he said.
Ally. Patterson Downtowner Motel for political :the affair and bring all of the
hand to see Att
take office.
children, for the evening will
leaders.
include educational and re Lunch was served the delegaMemphians on the bus to creational fare for all.
tion in the ballroom of the AnNashville
were Joel Morris. A film, "Parent to Child
; drew Jackson Hotel with John
Mrs. Katie Sexton, Mrs. Alma About Sex,"
but
with
host,
as
the
Hooker
J.
will be shown. On
Officials of the Atlantic andi
Morris, Mrs. Mable Bennett,
Pacific Food Stores _ A & p . Fate Thomas speaking on be- Mrs. Linnie Mae Gray, Mrs. hand to answer questions later
- on Monday told the Tri-State i half of Mr. Hooker, who was Florence Chrysler, Mrs. Annie will be a qualified consultant'
Defender that Rev. K. C. Sam n unable to remain until the Bell Motley, Larry Wells, Mrs. On the recreation agenda
fort
has been made co-manager of group from, Memphis arrived Mary Sawyer, Mrs. Lillie M. the night will be basketball,
longer
th
o
f
e
account
on
late
the store at 1500 S. Laudertime which the legislature took Montgomery, Mrs. Al be r t a volley ball, swimming and
dale.
Simpson, Mrs.
Robert
M. other games.
in doing business.
Downey, Mrs. Risha M. Taystory in this issue of the
Memphis Community
The
Tri-State Defender lists Rev. While waiting for the legis- lor, Mrs. Juanita Lewis and Learning Laboratory is locatMemoffice,
the
take
Mrs.
lators
Teresa
to
Watson.
Sain's position at the store as
ed in what used to be the adphians visited the office of Atty.
assistant manager.
Also Mrs. Rosa Chandler, ministration building of Owen
H. T. Lockare.. varninistrative
assistant to Governor Buford Mrs. Artlisque Thomas, Mrs. College before it was merged
Ellington, and some went on a Elizabeth Reams, Mrs. Louis with Leaf ovne College last
tour of the Capitol after lunch. L. Porter, Mrs. Willie J. Wal- year.
ton. Mrs. Mary J. Taylor, Mrs.
During the initial meeting of Timothy McGuire. Jr.. Mrs. Refreshments will be served
the State Legislature, wives Otha B. Strong, Dr. J. E. Jor- and door prizes awarded to the
and children of the new law- dan, Noah W. B o n d, M r s. first five complete families to
makers sat beside their hus- Frank Payne, Mrs. Jeanetta arrive.
3rd Big Week !
band's and father's desk s. Brantley, Mrs. Joyce E. ArchMrs. Mary G. Harris. head
Mrs. Ira H. Murphy and Mrs. ie, Mrs. N. D. Swannigan and teacher for Parent Education,
Alvin M. King were on hand McCann L. Reid.
will be assisted by Mrs. Rose
for the ceremony. as were the
Brown.
two small sons of Mr. and Mrs. Other Memphians seen there
were former State Sena tor
King.
Classes for parents are ofClayton Elam, 0. Z. Evers, fered at the laboratory from
Before returning to Memphis; William Parrish and Mrs. Cor- 10:30 in the morning
to 9 p.m.
Tuesday night, the delegation' nelia Crenshaw.
at night and include:
Orientation to the World
of Work.
Foods and Nutrition
Clothes for the Family
Child Care and Development
The Family and its Money
Management for Be tte r
Family Living
The City Council's Special killed here on April 4, 1968.
Understanding
Fa m ii y
Committee on Dr. King Mem- The other members of the
Members
orial will meet with the Citi- committee
Housing and Home Furare
Councilmen
zen Committee Friday, Jan. Phillip Perel, Billy Hyman, nishings
Community and School Re17: at 6:00 p.m., at the Christ J. 0. Patterson and Fred Da- lationship
vis.
Missionary Baptist Church to
The Laboratory also provides
Miss Erma Lee Laws is serv- girls who have withdrawn from
discuss plans for recommening as temporary chairman for school and are waiting to be
dations to the City Council for the citizen group.
readmitted. The courses are:
a memorial to Dr. King.

- DANA
INYNITD
RAYMOND
SI IAC011fS
• KEVIN
MrCARTHY

the participants will visit ltem•

suggestions

Among the suggestions are
the renaming of all the park.
ways, a school, a library, the
new bridge, one of the expressway legs, parks and community centers in Dr. King's memory.
It
that
new
the

has also been suggested
funds be raised to build a
center to be named for
fallen civil rights leader
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THESE CARS MUST .
131 SOLD.

68 Ga1.500 s1495

68 Imp. • $2395

2-door, Hardtop, Fastback.
V8 Cruise-O-Matic, Power Ste•rina, Radio, W/W tires, Factory Air. Low milagis, still in
Factory Warranty.

4-door Sedan, VS Powsr Gild*,
Power Stewing, Radio, W/W ,
first, Factory Air, still In
Factory Warranty.

68 Imp.

66 T Bird $1295

$1495

4-door Hardtop, VS POWOr
Glide, Pew., Staring, Radio,
W/W tires, Factory Air, still
In Factory Warranty.

2-door Hardtop, V8 Cruise-0Motic, Pow•r Staring. Frac.
Air, and low milage car.

66 Ga1.500 $1495

65 Buick $1595

2-door Hardtop, V8 Cruise-0Matic, Power Staring, Radio,
WV tiros and Factory Air.

le Sabre, 4-door s•dan, VS
Automatic, Power Steering,
Power Brak•s, Factory Aire
Extra nice.

$595

60 Cher.

$195

4-door, V8, Radio,
good second car.

Heat*,

68 Coug. s1695
2-door Hardtop, VS Crulso-a•
Matic, Radio, POWer StOlir
Factory Air, still In Factory
Warranty.
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Truly Worth 6-899
-PETITE JR. • JUNIORS • MISSES • HALF SIZES

)on WORK-DAYS & DATE
1-Flattering A-lines, snazzy-NIGHTS!
ewinging pleats ... chic stylesshifts,
that
look dollars more than this Woolco-low
price! Choose dresses similar to those
sketched in rayon/acetate, Arrili
rayon/acetate, Orlon* acrylic. Blue,
Pink, Mint, Maize, Orange, Whits
backgrounds. Shop Woolco today for
top fashions at bargain prices! SIZES
3-11, 7-15, 12-20, 14/
1
2-241
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CHARGE YOUR DOWN PAYMENT.

Station Wagon, klerc-O-Matic,
VS. Extra Good Wagon.

DIST ILIAD DAV

midwinter savings for the entire family!

Dressy & Casual

Why Wait? • With Approved Credit

61 Mem.

ENGLISH
MARKET..

W8

am

SUMMER

451-1151

South Gate

1833 So. Third

Shopping Center

iir;41..411,11.
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,I L'Elite Service Club Shows
Concern For The Disadvantaged

Ballet Espanol Coming Feb. 24

Two of Spain's most attrac- lege at 10:30 a.m., Feb. 24.
tive and dynamic young dan- 'The ballet was scheduled for
Bruce Hall this time last year
and Lola Solr,e will hadline but was cancelled because of
compete and excell in the main- lett Espanol de Madrid when a heavy snow.
stream of the American way.
cers, Ramon De Los Reyes, The Cultural Activities Comit
appears on the Bruce Hall mittee of the college is sponserv"We are dedicated to
ice," says Mrs. Georgia Har- stage of LeMoyne-Owen Col- soring the ballet.
vey, vice president in charge
of public relations, -and we
are ready to help anyone in
MECHANICS WANTED
any way that we can."
OAS & DIESEL
The true spirit of the eighPermanent
Group
Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid
Position,
L'Elite
teen women of the
Service Club is expressed in Vacation. Local truck leasing company has openings for Mechanics who want steady employment in large, roomy shop.
the lines that close each meetGood working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-467.
chapalin,
ing penned by the
CARL CARSON LEASING CORP.
Mrs. Lillian Anderson
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
"Let us trim our Lamps with
HOPE,
Guide young hearts to
HAPPINESS,
Use our hands for SERVICE,
and
Crown our efforts with
satisfaction,

One year ago a group of This is being provided weekly
ladies became concerned about through the efforts of L'Elite.
encountered by
the problem
Many other situations too
the disadvantaged families in numerous to mention here
the city of Memphis, especially have been relieved by the club.
the children. There was the No one has ever been refused
realization, after investigation, irrespective of the need.
that many children missed too
many days from school be- The club is grateful to the
cause they were in need o f many warm-hearted Memphishoes and clothing, primarily ans who have given clothing
and other useful items to help
during the cold period.
The ladies of L. Elite Service these people.
Club provided help when and
Realizing that many families
wherever it was needed. Emer- need help immediately and oftgencies of various kinds arose en just a little help at a speduring the year and L'Elite cific time will get them .on
was contacted by anxious, frus- their feet again, the club is estrated parents.
tablishing an Emergency FaOne mother, with two seniors mily Relief Fund. A Charity
in school became ill last Feb- Ball, which will be an annual
ruary during the extremely affair, is being given on March
cold spell, and could not go to 7, in the Mezzanine Ball Room
her private home job, the utili- of Ellis Auditorium.
As we find our niche in the
ties were cut off the rent was
unpaid; and there was no food. L'Elite members believe that
community and fill it.
L'Elite
immediately
took by helping young people they
Peace be with you now and
can eliminate or at least recare of all these needs.
forever more
duce
the
high
dropout
rate.
A mother and her eight chilAmen."
dren were being evicted — a They say that education is the
key
to
the
goad
life,
and
that
Mrs.
Jean N. Cain is presi- '
house was found for her.
A mother of eight in the Por- our children must be able to dent of the ,•lub
ter School area was ill — the
children needed clothing and
food — this was provided.
A frantic mother of ten,
-whose husband receives his
pay check every two weeks,
needed food to tide the family
over the second week. She conA federal grant to aid in the cilities would include a ymnatacted L'Elite and a full supply
of food was sent to her and construction of a $1.1 million sium, swimming pool, bowling
the children were outfitted health and physical education lanes and classrooms.
with warm clothing and shoes. building at Lane College has "We hope to begin construcTwo high school girls had to been approved by the Tennes- tion by late spring and have
remain out of school one or see Higher Education Facilities! the building completed in 1970,"
Dr. Kirkendoll told the Tritwo days each week because Com mission
there was no money for car The Commission recommend- State Defender.
fare and they never ate lunch. ed a $315,297 grant for the Lane Lane recently started conCollege project as part of $1,1 struction on a six-story dor935,520 for five Tennessee Col- mitory that will house 250 women students and earlier this
lege and universities.
Dr. C. A. Kirkendoll, Lane year opened a five-floor men's
president, said the building will residence hall for 200 students.
be located on the northern "We have a number of other
portion of the campus across projects in our long range
from the athletic field. Its fa- plans," Dr. Kiekendoll said.

Lane Gets Grant For
Physical Ed Building

cinnati between the Cincinnati Bengals and the Oakland Raiders, and seen seated in front of albums by
James Brown is head majorette All Maxwell, a senior of Hopkinsville, Ky.
Others in photo, from left,

BLACK AND PROUD—The
famous marching band of
Tennessee A&I State University gave its interpretation of James Brown's hit,
"Black and Proud," during
halftime show seen on national television from Cin-

Research Encouraged
For Faculty Members

are Benjamin Butler, assistant director of b a u ds;
Leonard Morton, TSU grad
who is band director at
Cameron High School and
staff arranger at the university; and Frank T.
Greer, director of university bands.

$4.50
BAND AND LINKAGE ADJUSTMENT
AS REOUIRED
Three Days Only
January 21-22-23
AAMCO

Stitch, Chat
Sewing Club
Aids MOD

BMW Friendly
Club Presents
Annual Dinner

were
meetings
Divisional
chaired by LeMoyne-Owen perwas the
sonnel. Dr. William T. Fletcher, The Business Men and Wom- Mrs. Julia Leonard
Stitch and
natural science: Alan Saman- en's Friendly Club held its an- hostess when the
met on
sky, social science: Mrs. Vel- nual fellowship dinner at the Chat Sewing Club
at 1623
McLemore. humanities, Universal Life Insurance Com- Wednesday, Jan. 8,
ma
Miss Martell D. Trigg, chair- and Dr. 1-1. W. Andersen, edu- pany dining room on Monday Miller st.
Mrs. Lula Joe Gibson, the
night. Jan. 6, and enjoyed a
man of the event and professor cation.
delicious menu of turkey and president. was in charge of the
of sociology at the college,
business session, and the club
said purpose of the seminar Consultants for the divisional all of the trimmings.
was "to encourage research meetings were Dr. Tillman V. Everyone present enjoyed voted to make the March of
Jackson, chairman, department
Dimes its annual charity proamong the faculty."
the affair, and members reof science education, Tennesject.
The session opened at 9 a.m. see a and I State University. ceived gifts from their secret
The president thanked the
with Dr. Theodore Abell giving Nashville; Dr. Lyle Shannon,. pals.
for their loyal supmembers
the morning address. He is di, chairman, department of an- The highlight of the evening
port in 1968, and a new memResearch
Educational
rector of
thropology, University of Iowa; was speeches given by Mrs ber, Mrs. Vernell Odum, was
Department of Health, Educa- Dr. Juanita Williamson, profes- Mary Lou Taylor, president of
welcomed in as a new memtion and Welfare, Atlanta, Ga. sor of English, LeMoyne-Owen, the Leigh Social Service Club
ber of the club.
l and Dr. John Fussal, depart- and Spencer Brooks. one of the
The afternoon speaker was
a purse
ment of education, 'Memphis'founders of the Business Men Birthday gifts and
Corrine
Dr. Jack E. Reese, assistant
Mrs.
given
to
were
and Women's Friendly Club.
State University.
dean of the graduate school of
Jackson Gales was toastmas- Cochran, Mrs. Cochran also
University of Tennessee, Knoxter and pleased all when he won the hostess box.
ville.
presented his '-bride of 47 On Dec. 27, the club held its
years" a fur piece.
Christmas Party in the home
meetings
Four d i visional
dealing with natural science,
The club extends its special of Mrs. Edna Gillard at 1060
social science, education and
thanks to its many friends, Cummings.
conducted
humanities
were
neighbors and customers for Secret pals were revealed
after Dr. Abell delivered his
support in 1968 and ask for for 1968. and new ones were
address.
continued patronage of their drawn for 1969.
businesses.
Mrs. Gillard will be the hostThe 55th annual conclave of
Mrs. Cornelia Brooks is presi- ess for the next meeting. airs.
Kappa Alpha Psi was held
Dec. 26-28 in the Lord Balti- dent of the club, and Mrs. Ruth Odell Burke is secretary,
and Mrs. Eva Hill reporter.
more Hotel in Baltimore and Thelma Bailey reporter.
was attended by several Memphians.

Research
Educational
An
Seminar for faculty members
of Lemoynel2owen College was
conducted on campus Monday,
Jan. 13.
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Transmissions

85 NO. Fourth

525-3776

tel KRESS

GET ACQUAINTED OFFER

4t5S
1

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY ONLY!

EXCELLV
JUMBO
TOSS PILLOWS
111C

Memph ans Attend
Itpa's Conciave

Reg. $1.19

Button trim or
tufted styles are
x 171". Covered in solid or
printed hopsacking.

Robert Weaver
Is On New Job
rtips

Robert C. Weaver, the first
black person to serve as secretary of the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development, resigned in December to
become president of Baruch College of the City University of
New York.

Going to Baltimore for the
meeting by air were Mr. Larry Wynn, past province pole
march, and Mrs. Wynn; Melvin Conley, province
polemarch; Isaac White, local
polemarch, and Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph M. Jordan.

A public dinner honoring Dr.
Weaver was given at the Washington Hilton Hotel.
Friends and admirers of the
secretary are invited to contribute to the Robert C. Weaver
Scholarship Fund of Baruch
College.

Mrs. Jordan is national Silhouette journalist.

Lintles4rayon cotton with
wavy line tufting. bullion
fringe. Pre-shrunk machine washable, no ironing Full or twin bed size.

The Conclave was both in.

77C
Reg.$1.09

"Mothproof virgin
worsted wool yarn
in 4 oz. weight. Assorted colors and
white, black; pull
skeins.

Peg
$3.49 eo

$2 77 each

Tommy Grans

SEE
TOMMY GRANT

houettes.

FOR YOUR
TRANSPORTATION
NEEDS

1A1111110•ClIAMItS
1484111414
#

CLEANING AND LAUNDRY COUPONS
GOOD AT ALL LOCATIONS

CLEANING COUPON
Plain DRESSES
So:

KRESS BRAND
4-PLY
WOOL YARN

EXCalfi° WAVY LINE CHENILLE BEDSPREAD
for $

formative and fun-filled for
both the Kappas and the Sil-

Street

Tommy Grant, one of Memphis' outstanding salesmen, wishes to express his appreciation and thanks
to his many friends and customers. He invites,YOU
to come see him...You'll Go First Class...All the Way!

New Cars! Used Cars!
Tracks,too:

$129:%

<oupom

(XCELLP TABLE RADIO

77

Solid state transistor corn- $7
pact for good reception,
tone. U.L. approved.
Reg. $9.99

EXCEllfr STEAM 'N DRY IRON
9
97
19 vents plus stay-clean $
Teflorin coated soleplate,
white handle.
Reg. $1399

HURLIBURT'S

rtANINO

.4:104:6:42iMMITEirAIM. 911113*,.4
•
LAUNDRY COURON1
I •

•

SHIRTS

.24'"'

•
.
11

COUROn

Men's SUITS

•

14 URIBURT'S
HUIUSURT'S
1401ark:•0111411::AllaCE:iiiit. ..mmacei41111116:
—
LIANING C04
51
,11
1

WINO COUP

t

Plain COATS

•

$129

*O.

C•01.0.1

NUMMI

r
63.
•

SPECIAL
PURCHASE

1968
DEMONSTRATORS

Over 20 1968 Impala 2-door
Hardtops with air conditioning and power options
Low mileage and under
,warronty.

,Impala and Caprice Hardtops and Sedans...most
with air conditioning and
other wonted options.
Creat buys here!

CREDIT APPROYEC BY PHONE BANK FINANCING

PANTS a SLACKS

t
" NURLBUNT'Smosi
'

NO LIMIT ON QUANTITY
BO Coupons Mutt g• Pr•tent*el With Gormitrot —

ONION
2200 LAMAR
324-36/1

CHEVROLET

EXCELUI 'SPARKLETONE'
ROOM SIZE RUGS
Handsome cut-pile
viscose rayon in decorator solid colors.
Foam back. Overall
size: 8'6" x 116".

SATISFACTION

GUARANTEED

BUY NOW ... USE KRESS LAY-AWAY OR CREDIT PLANS'

OR MONEY REFUNDED

KRESS

SHOP KRESS...QUALITY FOR LESS
9 NO. MAIN STREET

4r.
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Dr. Carl Dent Olin Mathieson Grant To Help
Goes To Biafra
Engi
neer
ing
Field
Ente
Blac
r
ks
For 3 Months

Veteran A&P Employee
Is Given A Promotion

ATLANTA, Ga. —The first It will enable Negro students jor step in expanding career
Carl Dent, a member of major educational attempt into receive their technical train- opportunities for Negro college
place the Negro in the center ing at one of the nation's h- graduates In an era when
the staff of Riverside Sanitarot America's technologically nest engineering schools with- technology is a central factor
For two years, he was head
ium and Hospital in Nashville, based society received a $265,- out severing their relationships in society, it is significant
stock and receiving clerk. The
has gone to Africa for three 000 boost Wednesday from the with their undergraduate col- that a serious attempt is being
manager of his store is Billy
Charitablejleges; it will bring the white made by these two universities
Olin
M a t hieson
months of duty in Biafra, preCooper.
Trust.
I and Negro institutions of high- to prepare Negroes for leadersently at war with Nigeria.
engineering.
A native of Middleton. Tenn.,
Speaking in Atlanta, Gordon er learning into much closer ship in
collaboration
advantage
the
,
to
in Hardeman County, he was
"The dual-degree characterDr. Dent was sent to Africa Grand, president and chiefi
significant- istic insures the student a
educated
in
there
schools
1)3th; and it will
by the General Conference of , executive officer of the Olin of increase
the number of, high sound liberal arts background
and later attended Owen College
lY
Seventh Day Adventists. The Mathieson Chemical Corpora- ly
qualified Negro .engineers before concentrating on techniwhere he was in the ministerdenomination took up an offer- lion, announced the grant to
available to industry.'
ial class and took several religcal studies, and effective leading in all of its churches for thel the Atlanta University Center
ious courses.
starving Marlins last month.1 for support of a newly inau- Tech has had a similar ar- ership requires such a broadgurated five-year, dual degree rangement with other liberal based program. I want to add
Rev. Sain is a master mason
Asked by the church to locate program which allows students arts institutions in the South that this cooperative venture is
and pastors the New Mount
a doctor for service in Biafra, from four Atlanta University since 1954. The institutions another sign of the increasing
Pleasant Baptist Church in
Dr Dent left immediately on Center colleges to obtain en- presently
with trend to interinstitutional coa s so ciated
Middleton and the Hillfield
the assignment after a collegue gineering degrees from Geor-i Georgia Tech in the so-called operation in higher education.
Baptist Church at Toon. Tenn.
agreed to take on his practice' gia Tech as well as degrees 3-2 program are the University And finally, of course, particuHe is married to the former HELP FOR NAACP — William H. Toles, right, assistant
from their own institutions,
for the next three months.
of the South, Davidson College, lar thanks need to be given to
director
of
public
Continental
affairs
Baking
for
Company,
Miss Cora Green, who attendthe University of Chattanooga, the Olin Mathieson Charitable
The
Trust
funds
will
be
presents
a check for $1,000 to Dr. John A. Morsel,
ed Lane College and who is
Dr. Dent, a native of CaliSouthwestern at Memphis and Trust whose vision in providassistant executive director of the NAACP, in support of
now the president of the Pine
fornia, is married and the used to support approximately
atfitve
mdsidheats itre
the University of Georgia.
ntonsastudents
program
65
the
Association's
the
in
work.
Hill Elementary School Parentfather of two daughters.
T
t
In
a
t
g
ed
sutTsrtc
i
n
r
e
g
over
the next three years as The Olin Mathieson
rus
Teacher Association.
I••
well as to initiate an extensive grant will be used in two practical reality."
They are the parents of three
REV. A. P. BAIN
search
for
potential
engi- ways. First it will support an Dr. Edwin D. Harrison, preschildren, Gregory, eight, a
neering
talent
among
the adequate administrative staff ident of Georgia Tech, added
Rev. A. P. Sain of 1776 Mar- third grader: Helen, seven, a
South's lower income groups. at both Atlanta University Cen- that the program should signijorie at., an eight-year veteran second
w" grader at the Pine Hill
The dual degree program ter and at Tech to the end ficantly increase the number
School, and Kenneth, who is
with the Atlantic and Pacific
joins the resources of two At- that every high school student of students interested in engitwo
from the low socio-economic !leering, "a fact that is of utes,
guest
daughter
and
of
Mrs.
lanta educational complexes
Food Stores, has been appointmost importance to all engiRev. Sain invites his many The CME ministers Wives So- Elizabeth Taylor;
one
with
world's
the
largest' areas of the region will learn
hirs.Ellen
ed assistant manager of the
neering
educators as well as
opportunities
the
of
of
en
friends to stop in at his new cial Club held its annual Holiprivate cluster-college black
A&P Store at 1500 S. Lauderneering will be sought out to America's industrial leadlocation with A&P, "the store day Dinner on Dec. 30 at the Brown, guest of Mrs. L.A.
student
enrollment
an
dale.
dining room of the CME Pub- Slaughter: Mrs. Florida Fields,
other with the third largest and encouraged to plan for ers. And it will also increase
Beginning as a stock clerk that serves the best people 111
the interest in our other 3-2
lishing House at 531 S. Parkundergraduate engineering en- engineering careers.
If
guest of Mrs. Mary Olaker;
In 1960, Rev. Sain had worked town, our customers.
,programs, the best combination
way East.
'rollment in the country.
Adequate
time
underfor
towof
the technological and liberal
Mrs. Mariah Wilks of 2491
Members of the club and Rev. Alfred McWilliams dean
Under the dual degree pro- graduate student guidance
part ofi arts educational plans available
their guests enjoyed a menu of Mississippi Industrial Col- Johanna Drive has expressed
engineering
the
on
ard
her appreciation to her many gram, scheduled to begin this the Atlanta University Center today. And, it will also enable
of roast beef, string beans,
lege, Holly Spring, Miss., and
friends and members of her week, students will attend one coordinator will be essential1 many students who might not
baked Idaho potatoes, congealMrs.
Williams;
Rev.
PetM.C.
family
for their assistance to of the undergraduate schools to sustaining the students' in. have considered engineering as
ed fruit salad, hot rolls, tea,
at the Atlanta University Cena career to enter the field.''
coffee and ice cream.
tigrew, publishing agent of the her while she was recuperat- ter —
Clark College. More- terest developed at the high
ing
from
injuries
received
in
Dr. Louis Paduolo, a Georschool
level.
Serving the dinner was Mayo CME Church, and Mrs. Pettihouse College, Morris Brown
an accident.
The second area of use for gia Tech alumnus and a mathRENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Williams, who is in charge of
College
or
Spelman
College
—
grew; and Rev. John Exum,
the dining room,
"Following a serious acci- for three years and then trans- the Trust funds will be to pro- ematics professor at MorePlace Your 0,de, Now
Christmas carols were sung editor of the Christian Index. dent and major surgery, I was
to Georgia Tech for an adi- vide scholarships to qualified house College, will be the coFor Individuals And Groups
students. The scholarships will ordinator for the program at
by the group and everyone was
Mrs. Exum, also a member hospitalized for 31 days."
ditional two years.
be part of a financial aid Atlanta University Center. He
given a slip of paper with a
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
of the club, was out of town "I am grateful to my daught- Upon successfully completing package
which will allow stu- will be aided by an advisory
name on it, and each one introers., Mrs. Rosa
Broussard the program
at both institu- dents who can qualify for committee with
CUSTOM
duced himself to that person. at the time the dinner was giv- and Miss Sarah Wilks of the
TAILORS
representation
tions, the student will simul- state
and federal aid programs from each of the Center underPrayer and grace before the en.
University of Houston who taneiously recieve two de- to
do so. Then the funds from graduate colleges.
meal were offered by Rev.
Other members and with hus- rushed her iron, Houston and grees — a bachelor of science Olin
Mathieson Trust can be Dr. F. W. Schutz, Jr.,
D. S. Cunningham, secretary
INC.
remained at my side when I or bachelor of arts degree
assisbands as guest were Revs. and
used to supplement govermen- tant to the Dean
of
the
Pension
needed
them.
Department
of Engineeron
241 Vance Ave.
awarded
by
the
JA 7-9320
Atlanta
Unitat aid, or replace it when the ing for Guidance at
the Christian Methodist Epis- Mrs. D. S. Cunningham, Rev.
Tech, will
Center-affiliated
col- students who do need
and Mrs. E. E. Dunigan, Rev. "I would also like to thank versity
Memphis, Tenets:se
aid can- 1 serveas the coordinator at
copal Church.
lege
attended
and
one
of
the
and
Mrs.
not
qualify under governmen- Tech. He is a
T. M. Davis, Rev. my friends and immediate
'YOUR Company Makes Whet Yoe Ask For And
Professor of
bachelor's degrees in engi- tel
Attending were Mrs. Beulah and Mrs. P. G. Hentrel,
programs.
Creates Whet You Think
Rev. family for coming to my aid. neering awarded by
Civil Engineering and is the
Georgia
McWilliams, guest of Mrs. N. and Mrs. R. E.
The
flowers, telegrams, cards Tech.
Honeysucker,
In responding to Mr. Grand'sr state coordinator for the Junior
T. Walker; Mrs. Barbara Jon- Rev. and Mrs. T.C.
Lightfoot, and monetary gifts were very
announcement, Dr. Albert E. Engineering Technical Society
Mrs. Shirley Atkins, Mrs. Ozell much appreciated. Thanks to In announcing the $265.000 Manley,
m
president of Spelman in Georgia and for the EngiJohnson, president; and Mrs. my friends, I have been able grant, Mr. Grand said: "We College and
chairman of the, neers Council for
view
this
program as a par
Professional
Amanda Hill.
-, Council of Presidents of the.
to return home," Mrs. Wilks ticularly appropriate way tol
.
Mrs. Dunigan is club secretUniversity
Center, said, first, Development Guidance Cornsaid.
ary.
achieve thre major objectives: the program represents a ma- mittee.
In every department of A & P
stores before his recent promotion.

DT

CME m misters Wives
G•we Annual Dinner

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

Mrs. M. Wilks
Thanks Those
Who Helped Her

1

BHS

or.

Always a Clear and Pleasant 72 Degrees

PTA To Sponsor
Family Life
Workshop Jan. 20

SOUTHLAND
MALL

The Booker T. Washington
High School PTA will hold a
"Parent and Family Life Workshop" in the Foote Homes
auditorium at 578 Mississippi
blvd. on Monday night, Jan. 20,
starting at 7:30 p.m.
The theme will be "Responsibility of Parents in a Changing Society."

Make the
of their
"Wonder Years"

Mrs. Vera Tolbert, a member
of West Canaan Baptist
Church, will conduct the workshop.
Mrs. Christine Hill, the chairman, said, "We urge men and
women to take this opportunity
to participate in parent education."

JANUARY
SALES
—and Clearances

I 51 Fine Stores Offer
Many Special Values--NOW!
OPEN EVERY EVENING--MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
FREE PARKING FOR 4,000 CARS
U.S. Highway 51, South—at

Whotehoven-Caplleville Rd.(Shelby Drivo)

Overseas Wives
To Meet Thursday
The Overseas Wives Club
will meet on Thursday, Jan. 16,
at 7:30 p.m. in the Red Cross
Building at 1400 Central for a
Potluck dinner.
The club welcomes all women
with husbands stationed overseas.

European Tour
Attracts Four
From LeMoyne
Three LeMoyae-Owen coeds
and a former student of the
college are touring Holland,
England and
Belgium
this
month. They are accompanied
by a member of the faculty.
The group departed Jan. 2
and will return Jan. 22.
The trip is part of the interim semester program at the
college. The interim semester
program is a .January project
which enables students, under
faculty supervision to travel,
visit educational and industrial
sites,. pursue courses of their
own choosing and even conduct
scientific experiments.
The students touring Europe
Fare Sandra Joyce Berry, a senior of 2295 Drake; Lurline B.
Crawford, a sophomore of 1252
, Cummings: Alma Rene Willjams, a senior of 1726 Rayner,
and Louella Jackson, a former
student of LeMoyne-Owen who
resides at 1371 Vollentine.
Accompanying the students
i on the tour is Edward F. Ouellette. assistant professor of so- ,
I cial science.

WEAK PRINT

••

•

4;41110s5nweiewor•

The"Wonder Years:'one through
twelve,are the formative years
when you can do the most for
your child's growth
During these years your children
develop in many ways—actually grow
to 90% of their adult height. Every
delicious slice of Wonder Bread is
carefully enriched with foods for
growing bodies and minds. The"Wonder
Years" come only once. Make the most
of them. Serve your children ,0*".
"7‘
nutritious Wonder Bread.
I.

„

•

;le WONDER.
•••Wir.VM 0.140

Helps build
strong bodies 12 ways!

+Mr

.kfirr

+100 me.

.vp

4,0•
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Information On Jobs

TUS GREEKS AID BIAFRA — A check for $1,000 from
eight Greek letter organizations on the Tennessee State
University campus for the starving children of Biafra is
presented to Atty. George F. Cate, Jr., president of the
Nashville chapter of the United Nations Association, by
Don Sanders, seated center, president of the Interfraternity Council, with an assist by Dr. Andrew P. Torrence,
president of TSU. Standing from left and organizations

they represent are Nark Bishop, Memphis, Omega Psi
Phi; Miss Lucille Edwards, Chattanooga, Zeta Phi Beta;
mont Crenshaw, Detroit, Kappa Alpha Psi; Miss Linda
0. Lewis, Jacksonville, Fla., Alpha Kappa Alpha; Delmar
Mitchell, Glencoe, Ill., Alpha Phi Apha; Miss Carol Sanders, Chattanooga, Delta Sigma Theta; Otis Armstrong,
Miami, Omega Psi Phi, and William Choctaw, Nashville,
Student Council president of Alpha Phi Alpha. (Zinn Photo)

The city registration centers
are Booker T. Washington High
School and Tech High School.
Shelby County will hold registration for adult basic education program from 6:30 to
NASHVILLE — The eight entation of the $1,000 certified
9 p.m, every Monday and
Wednesday night through Jan.
Greek letter fraterniteis and,check to Atty. George H. Cate,
sororities at Tennessee A. and 1Jr., former vice mayor of Memphis Evening High 20.
I. State University have raised Nashville and now president]School classes and preparatory, Persons may register with
$1,000 to aid the starving chil- of the Nashville Chapter of the
any teacher working with the
Association, classes for the General Edu- Adult Basic Education proNations
United
dren of war-torn Biafra.
Development (GED) gram.
the local sponsor of the cation
The Greeks presented their UNICEF effort.
will re gister from 6 to 10 pm. Additional information may
more than a hundred pledgees1 The Colwell sponsored the
on next Monday, Jan. 20.
, be obtained by calling 323-4218.
in a benefit "Greek Show":
:snow to spearhead the Univerduring the probation period. sity-wide effort to aid the
The proceeds from the show Biafrans.
were allocated to UNICEF by
Making up the Council are
the Inter-Fraternity (Pan-Hel- representatives of Alpha Kappa
lenic) Council of which Don Alpha, Delta Sigma Theta, SigSanders, a senior from Browns-, ma Gamma Rho, and Zeta
ville, Tenn., is president, and a Phi Beta Sororities and Alpha
member of Phi Beta Sigma. Phi Alpha, Kappa Alpha 1361,
The response of Tennessee. Phi Aeta Sigma, and Omga
State stidents is a part of the Psi Phi Fraternities.
effort of the National Commit-i Dr. J. A. Payne, Jr.. Denn
tee of Students for UNICEF. of Students, and Mrs. Barbara
Sanders, who is also presi- C. Murrell, Director of Acti-I
dent of Sigma, made the pres- ,vities, are faculty advisors.

TSU Greeks Give $1,000
For Biafran Children

Evening School
Registration
Dates Given

It was announced late last ed by the Department of Edumonth that two major Mem- cation and the Tennessee Dephis employers have
been partment of Employment Seawarded
Contracts
through curity. The four occupational
the
NATIONAL
ALLIANCE training projects approved for
OF BUSINESSMEN to train financing under the Manpower
some 266 hard-core, disadvan- Development and Training Act
taged
p e rsons
under
the will be conducted at the MemJOBS (Job Opportunities Blasi- phis Adult Education Center,
ness Sector) program. Malone 581 Washington Avenue beand Hyde, Inc., and lv era and ginning January 20th and 27th.
Pond Piano Company will soon
Twenty persons will be probe recruiting . applicants to
vided training in each class
participate in job training prowhich will prepare trainees for
trams to be conducted by
employment
in the following
their
respective
companies.
These employers will provide occupations: auto body repairman, Furniture Upholsterer
training ranging from 17 to 48
and Clerk, General Office. In
weeks which will include orienaddition a six-week refresher
tation, counseling, job related
course for Registered Nurses
basic education, job coaching
as well as on-the-job training. will attempt to relieve the critical shortage of professional
Occupations in which train- nurses which is prevalent loing will be provided include: caliy as well as nation-wide.
stock clerk, retail sales clerk, The training is being offered
truck driver, cashier-checker, at no cost to those who enroll.
produceman and
meatcutter A training allowance is avaiapprentice at Malone and Hyde lable to those applicants who
and
wookdworking
machine qualify. Applicants for these
operator, p i ano assembler, training programs should be
paino stringer and furniture at least 17 years of age and
finisher at Ivers and Pond.
show a willingness and aptitude
Employees are to be recruit- for the work for which they
ed and certified for this train- will be trained. Applicants for
ing by the Tennessee Depart- the Registerd Nurse refresher
ment of Employment Security. class should, of course, be proUnder the JOBS program of fessional nurses with licenses
the National Alliance of Busi- or eligible to secure Tennessee
nessman financial assistance is license interested in refreshing
given to employers who as- their knowledge of their prosume the responsibility of pro- fession with the intent of reviding job training for unskill- turning to nursing.
ed, disadvantaged applicants.
Interested
applicants
are
.
urged to apply at any office of
MEMPHIS INCLUDED
the TENNESSEE DEPARTNew occupational classes to MENT
OF
EMPLOYMENT
provide needed skills for 80 SECURITYV or the MEMPHIS
unemployed or underemployed'ADULT EDUCATION
CENMemphians have been develop- TER.
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There Is A Difference

Deadline Is Nearing
For Entries of Art
Artists ar reminded that the at Brooks Art Gallery the
deadline for entering 14th An- evening of February 28.
Exhibition, Artists who enter the comnual M i d -South
Is January 22, it is announced' petition are invited to attend
by Brooks Art Gallery League this preview exhibition. The
this week.
show will be open to the
public March 1-30. Winner of
Sponsored by Brooks League'
the purchase prize will be
Memof
and Goldsmith's, one
given a one-man show during
phis leading department stores,
the year at the Gallery.
arto
open
is
competition
the
Winner of the SesquicentenTennessee,
in
living
tists
nial award and other works
Mississippi, A r k ansas and
printmaking,
watercolor,
in
others within 250 air miles of and drawing selected by the
Memphis.
juror from the exhibition will
Prizes include a $1,000 Best- go on tour for one year
in-Show Purchase Award, giv- throughout the Mid-South, in
en by Goldsmith's; a $100 honor of the 150th Anniversary
Special Memphis Sesquicenten- of Memphis.
Entry fee for each artist
nial Award, also offered by
Goldsmith's for a work in is $5, with a limit of three
watercolor, printmaking, or entries.
drawing; and five $100 cash
Brooks
by
awards, given
League for works in any este/1017JEFFERSON CITY, Mo.—
Juror will be Lloyd Goodrich, iNPI) — "The phrase 'civil
director emeritus of the Whit- rights' is out. Now it's equal
ney Museum in New York, opportunity," according to St.
and one of the foremost autho- Louis Cardinal pitcher Bob
rities on American Art. Judging Gibson. In his autobio7raphical
"From
Ghetto
to
Glory,"
of entries is scheduled JanuaGibson
asserted
that
"This idea
ry 27-28. Mr. Goodrich will
that a Negro will neglect his
give an informal talk at 8 p.m., property and, run
down the
January 28, at Brooks Gallery, neighborhood all stems from
entering the false notion that a Negro
to
which
artists
is in some way inferior. It is a
the exhibition are invited.
stereotype that goes back to
Awards will be presented the time of slavery

William "Bill" Loeb
- Has Done it Again

With the grand opening of ROY BROWN'S new
LOEB'S Bar-B-Q franchise at 1061 South Third

TWO HSI PLACES TO SET
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!
su
801N
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367 Union
527-401
2989 Summer
323-S594
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‘
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IRISH POTATOES
Your Choice
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.
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New Emphasis

HOEHN HAS GOT IT!
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ismis woo

1St.

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL

Ms*

214oz. ms.2540 s

ARISTOCRAT
CRACKERS
118. BOX
..F.151_04
CELLOR CURED SWEET
LIKE IT IS... Service with the focus on "action" is the way it is at
Roy Brown's Chic-n and Bar-B-Q outlet, located at 1061 South Third.
Mr. Brown holds a franchise for his outlet with the well known Lobe's
Enterprises, one of the city's largest food service chains. The picture above shows a typical scene at Brown's outlet. There's action.
Yet, there's quality food and there's quality service. There is satisfaction. There's on atmosphere of good-will. Mr. Brown is the recipient of the "equal opportunity" emphasis which his franchise repre,
sents. His Bar-B-Q outlet is an approved gathering place for the "incrowd." He invites you to join them.
•
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POTATOES
/
2 lis.290
rios
423 N. Cleveland
213 Frayser Blvd.
5999 Hwy. 51 South.
2833 Lamar Ave.
1500 SO. LAUDERDALE
3'561 PARK AVE.

445r,
LOEB'S
HAR-1141
lENNESSIE PIT
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SE SONS GREETINGS
let
-vLOEB ENTERPRIi-leSb

3200 Perkins Rd. South
2465 POPLAR An.
4770 Poplar Ave.
3473 Summer Ave.
47150 Summer Ave.
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WASHINGTON —

standing along Constitution avenue remarked: That's my boy,
Adam. That baby is still keeping the faith. The original rebuff of the Harlemite came as a surprise as most folks on
the Hill thought Adam was home free on the first round.
The same Dixiecrat coalition with the Republicans sprung the
"
4:1Migt4
4,re .4

blocker. . . New Yorkers in town for Adam's anticipated
swearing in as well as the new Congressman, Shirley Chis-

s-'44

4
r.

Serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area.

Clayton Powell arrived

on the Capitol grounds last week in a sleek limousine a wag
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lohm confided that all is not well in the Claude Murphy household. Claude who married in the U. N. Chapel Thanksgiving
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Day, 1967, left Chicago recently after telling associates his
wife was ill. . . Larry Still is now permanent in the Chicago
job where the board hosted a welcome to Chicago party last

New Orientation

week. . . When and if Bob Brown tackles Rev. Jesse
Jackson for the Nixon administration as reported, he will have
a real deal on his hands. Jackson, direc or of Operation

Conservative civil rights organizations have not been able to adjust
themselves to the mood and material
requirements of the black masses, especially the disadvantaged ghetto residents. This reluctance to come to
grips with flaming issues accounts for
the infectiveness of that leadership.

gether with the establishment to articulate these needs."

----V
• KINGPPEEAT LAST.FREE AT Lair

Breadbasket for SCLC, is a no nonsense activist w h o cuts
through any veneer rationale for the nitty-gritty.

This sort of confrontation, by obBACKDOOR STUFF: One of the largest contingents
vious necessity, calls for basic instiTH4NK G90 AL.ti,441GATILI
tutional reform. Which means that,
in town for the Friday swearing-in was from St. Louis which
FRAE AT LAST.
short of being arrogant and violent,
sent Missouri's first black congressman Bill Clay. Roscoe
thc reform must deal with actualities
MANI PACE
McCrary of the Sentinel and Frank Mitchell of the Argus
in their nakedness and translate them "
.A
T h e conservative organizations' in blunt social terms.
newspapers were among the 300-plus who descended on the
wt-and-see attitude, their eagerness to
Shoreham hotel. Clay has been lobbying and intends to defy
coimromise so as to get what they can
Mr. Young's uncommon academic
1 , the freshman-keep-silent pattern and introduce legislation fawithout drying up their sources of fi- training and professional experience
voring old people. It could work with the new thrust brought
nancial support, have done much injury give him a deeper insight into the
to the Negro cause.
manifold problems that weigh heavily
about by the successful power play by Ted Kennedy repreon the black community than his consenting the new breed. . . There was still no word last
What must be comprehended clear- servative contemporaries. He knows
week
on the status of Larry O'Brien, national chairman of
ly is that subsidized Negro leadership the mood of the handicapped black
the Democratic National Committee. On the eve of Louis
will never be free enough to promote a masses, their expectations and frufull scale crusade, no hold barred, on be- strations. And he has minced no
' Martin's departure, no one, but no one could say who the
half of the face. Viewing it in its his- words in telling the white folk what
next chairman might be. This is hamstringing Martin's suctorical perspective, Negro leadership can- they must do to avoid slum uprisings
cessor who is also yet to be named. HHH, himself is alleged
not serve two masters: white overlords and incidential property damage and
fall of Germany. A third ra-t "And hath made of one blood
and black crusaders. Nor can social jus- lootings.
cist party cannot solve our all nations of men for to dwell to be in the final selections, but nothing is sure.
problems at home. Let us join on all the face of the earth."
tice be secured by banner-waving Uncle
hands, return to Christianity Acts, 17:26
Toms.
Unlike the more conservative NeFRANK SOWELL
and to God—who hath made
TABLE TOPPINGS: Brothers are making side bets alit
gro leaders, Young has no phobic fear
DURHAM, N.C.
of us a great nation.
there won't be as many blacks attending White House social
In its new orientation toward means of the black power movement, or its Dear Editor:
functions as in the past. JFK and LBJ had Brothers all over
and method of working out the prob- breast-beating militant advocates. He is We ought not to be careless
ems of the ghetto, the New York Ur- astute enough as a student of social and indifferent about the fu4i the place. Hardly a visiting dignitary left without meeting
are good,
k
)an League seems to have digested the change to realize that the way out of ture. But as there
V some of the nation's citizens of color from the hinterlands.
in life possible to be obtained
essons of the past. The League has the racial dilemma which frigthens and evils capable of being
t
E
ust launched a $2,000.000 program America is via ecnomic independence avoided, so we should provide
• Dick Nixon, under the hammer created by his own campaign,
ourselves with proper means
,vith a view to giving economic, social and boundless political strength.
By W. A. SENGSTACKE, JR.
to obtain in the one and escape
will have to twist and turn to include Negroes in his official
tnd political support to projects that
the other. Watchfulness and
' .;:eita-aatranAecktenelealitilleintatattiesseameilav,
vill help meet the needs of local comWhite America must be told that 'industry are natural virtues,
has given state agencies the i White House guest lists without his own "dishonor." Which
nunities. As a first step to this end, either it must help the black man at- and recommended to us by Welfare Mothers
to take many steps to- means that fewer and fewer of those engraved invitations will
right
brute
the conduct even of
The popular cliche about a ard bettering the life of welhe League has made grants to 21 of tain his economic emancipation or else creatures.
up by
fare recipients. The State of, be in scrapbooks of black Americans. . . When Howard Uniwatch a desperate, angry and hungry If we neglect our own inter- person lifting himselfboth
ts local chapters for self-help.
mishis own bootstraps is
v. y utopl
people, sweep everything out of its est, we deserve the calamities leading and a deceptive con- go before it can truly live
versity had to close on account of the Hong Kong flu, it joina
long
a
has
Tennessee
In announcing the projects, Whit- way like a swarm of restless locusts. which come upon us, and cept when applied to the wel- to the goals set up by the; ed Georgetown, George Washington and Dumbartin College
have no reason to hope for the fare mothers in Tennessee.
ley M. Young, Urban League's ExecuGovernment.
compassion of others, when we How can a person who has Federal
Aid to families with depend- of the Holy Cross for separate, but equal standards for the
ive Director, said that "It is quite
The time is fast coming when take no care of ourselves. neither
boots nor straps lift eat children says its purpose, ...
rirst time. . . Look for the Michigan contingent including its
lear now that confrontations are in- public assistance will appease neither You cannot forget the good himself up7
is to "institute strong family
Ini
of
1968.
happenings
and
bad
vitable. Given the mood, the status of the anguish nor meet the growing
mothers life which gives children al two congressmen and some staffers to pool their resources in
welfare
Recently
rie ghetto, we are going to have con- needs of the poor. The cry will be 1969 with the help of God, across the country have been chance to become self-reliant
promise yourself to do better. protesting for more food and citizens." Often the aid becom- the near future. Rep. Charles Diggs could join Rep. John
rontations.
more strident about redistribution of
money to support their chil- es enslavement
Conyers in some action and the smart money boys would find
economic power and the right to a fair REV C.J. MeMURRAY JR. dren.
* *
But, he hastened to add that he share of the nation's wealth. This is
that interesting
Aid to Families with Depen- Black Knights Inc.
as using the term in its radical sense, not socialism but American democracy
a
provides
Children
dent
One of the best known black
monthly payment plus some organizations in the Memphis
The question is," he said," are we moving toward its goal of equality and
FROM THE TICKER: Staffers inside the White House are
medical benefits for the sup- area, is the -Black Knignts,
oing to help ghetto dwellers to become justice for all.
port of needy children living Incorporated
saying that among the things that LBJ treasures most as he
onstructive, or are there just going
with a parent or relative who The Black Knights have an .1
) be shouting matches. The Urban
Leaders like Whitney Young can Dear Editor:
is unable to take care of liv- unusual combination geared tomoves out of Washington was the warm reception he was
upon
Segregation, b a sed
eague would like to help local commu- help to hasten the coming of the new racial differences, has be- ing cost in any other way. total action in the black coin:, given by some 300 black apointees. Ile is still basking in the
Plies identify and document their day, the awakening that America needs come a forceful religion—a The amount of the check munity, on all fronts.
of the gratitude. For persons who stood with the Presiway of life for millions—in depends on the needs of the The Black Knights' main aim'glow
eeds and permit them to come to- so much.
common-

or
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Views And Opinion5
Be Thankful
In New Year

Inner City

Race Differences1
Way Of Life

competition with Christianity person and the money avail- is to assist the black
dent throughout his civil rights fights, Mr. Johnson has had
able to the Welfare Depart- ity in political, economicali
and Communism.
Communism denies the exist- ment. The top amount in Ten- and social advancement. Dur- reproduced, on parchment, a copy of his speech at Gettysence of God; its objective is to nessee is $45 for the first child ing the SCLC convention the burg while still Vice President. The moving words, which
conquer the world. Christianity and $15 for each additional Knights aided the Memphis Poteaches man to love God first, child in the same household. lice Department by guarding created a sensation at that time, are now suitably inscribed
and second, his neighbor as As much as $45 may be added Mrs. King and other officials
for framing. . . Lack of money kept Hubert Humphrey from
himself; its objective is to to a grant for needy parents with SCLC.
save man from destruction. or relatives caring for the During the Christmas holi- having a counterpart in Vietnam
like Mrs. Claire Channault.
1
Segregation does not sub- child, but no check can be for
The irrepressible Adam Clayton whether Congress has the right under scribe to the doctrime of more than $150.
able to donate over $1,500 in It has now surfaced that the wife of the General did her bit
Dwell at long last regained his seat in the U.S. Constitution to deny member- "Love thy neighbor as they. Some people think the money baskets to needy families of
for the GOP in Saigon. This effort is now credited with conongress after two years of unceasing ship to a duly elected representative self" and consequently dis- being alloted to the Welfare Memphis.
approves Christianity:—its ob- Mothers is adequate, but when
The Black Knights received tributing to the peace talks stall by the South Vietnamese
ruggle aganist his ouster. The victory who has met the constitutional require- jective is to disseminate the one takes a
prospective look the aid of several businesses
:er his detractors is of more than or- ments.
doctrine of white supremacy— at the welfare department in in their Christmas effort, they which could have helped Hubert if the talks had moved as'
not justice for all.
Tennessee as compared to other were Stax Recording Company,
nary significance. Not only it has no
Segregation i:, the religion departments in the country Pepper Recording Company, scheduled. . . Herb Mangrum at Agriculture is planning to
Powell was excluded two years ago of some of our greatest Conistorical precedent in contemporary
and compares the
made Carl Carson Truck Rentril and take another look at the countryside.
ongressional history, far more signifi- on grounds that he had misused funds gressmen, scholars and scien- by them to bettereffort
the lot of Morrell Packing Company.
int than that, it is a triumph of the of the House Labor Committee, of which tist. The segregationist re- welfare recipient blacks a n d The chairman of the Black
environment, and attri- whites it become quite clear. Knights Inc., is Warren Lewis,
TEA TIME CHATTER: The upgrading of the 27 black of- 1
il of a black constituency against le- he was chairman. The matter was re- futes
butes his great success and that the welfare department, in Executive Vice Chairman is
ferred to the Department of Justice for intelligence to racial hereislative bias and conspiracy.
Tennessee isn't doing an ade- Chris Turner and Administra- ficers to the rank of colonel by the Army is an extenuation of
prosecution. On the basis of the evi- dity. Physicist, W. B. Shock- quate job. The U.S. Dept. of tive vice Chairman is Isaac
a program started by Secretary McNamara under the prodHealth. Education and Welfare Hayes.
Since his ouster, the Harlem Coi- dence submitted to it, a Grand Jury ley, of Stanford U., said:
"An objective examination of
ding of the Negro Press. When the NNPA Governmental Afressman has been re-elected twice to found no ground for an indictment.
relevant data leads me inescapably to the opinion that
• House of Representatives without
fairs Committee called on McNamara over a year ago, its
Yet, in seating him, last Friday, the major deficit in Negro
iaking a single campaign speech on his
members impressed upon him the absence of top brass among
intellectual performance must
ehalf, without even being on U.S. soil. the House imposed a $25,000 fine and;be primarily of heredity ori- Most of the -days, weeks" to the economy runs to about
the military. When a bunch of Generals — all white — began
o great was the faith reposed in him forfeiture of his seniority. The legalityl gin." Genetic -Anthropolo- and "months" declared by $2 million, most of it in tax
hat no serious opponent rose against of this punitive action is open to debate. gist, of Duke U., Dr. Buettnee— various groups are merely money every citizen pays to citing the "procedures" for achieving promotions in the miliJanusch, said: "There is no promotional platforms for their cities, counties, states and the
is candidacy in the New York Conevidence of superior virtue special viewpoint or product. Federal government. But the tary, it was pointed out that it seemed quite a coincidence
The question that will long linger mentality or tenacity among Attaching some order of pri- real cost is in human suffering that the Army had only two Black Generals and both of them
-essional District.
ority to a multitude of "caus- not only by the alcoholic himin the minds of fair-minded people is: any of the races."
self (or even more tragically, were from the same family, Brig-General (ret) Benjamin 0.
es" is no easy task.
The
doctrine
of
the
black
The Powell case, however, esetab- why Congress chose to make a scape
man's inferiority, that he has One such cause has now herself) but by his family.
Davis, Sr., and Brig-General Benjamin 0. Davis, Jr. McNaihes one fact that must not be lost goat out of Powell when he indulged in made no co ntribution: has claimed January 1 to 31 as a
o history: That is the right to repre- no more extra curricula privileges than been taught for a long time. different kind of "month." It During Alcoholism Informa- mara acknowledged the obvious — the lack of Negro generals
tion Month, the National Counmtation is so fundamentally a consti- other members of Congress have du= "The Ethiopians," said Lu- has been designated Alcoho- cil
on Alcoholism is simply — but insisted that he had other programs of greater imporcian, "were the first who in- lism Information Month and
ational right that Congress, with all and are yet doing? Isn't it a fact that vented the science of the we believe it merits every- asking all of us to recognize
s power and racial bias, did not dare the irrepressible Mr. Powell had become stars, and gave names to the body's attention — and parti- the problem and to learn the tance. At one point he bristled at Canton Goodlett of Sam
early warning signals of alco- Francisco, asking sharply, "Are you charging me with preznore it. The realization of this prin- too powerful a voice, too articulate, too planets. We believe the coun- cipation.
try neighboring to the tropic Alcoholism is now one of holism. YVou can't treat a diiple more than anything else led to the independent and too fearless for the was the cradle of the sciences, the "Big Four" health prob- sease if you don't recognize its judice?" Shortly after the meeting, Frederic E. Davison was
crakers on the Capitol Hill who are en- and of consequence that the lems in America — approach- symptoms. For the welfare of
eating of Powell.
made a Brig-General in the field at Vietnam. The upgrading
trenched in the ante-bellum convietion first learned nation was a na- ing cancer, heart disease and our community, if for no other
tion of blacks."
mental illness in national im- affiliate. As their 1969 slogan last week puts these men in line for a respectable number of
The central point in the question that a black man should be seen but not The Nazis brought death
to pact. There are 6.5 million says, "Stop Alcoholism — Know
ending before the Supreme Court is heard.
black officers to serve at the highest level.
over 20 million, and the down- alcoholics. 'rhe cost in dollars the Early Warning Signals.'

The Seating Of Powell
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"But he also knows that all
too often you say that because you have enough sense
to stay well within the law.
and that most of you are leant
going to give a Negro half a
chance unless you have to. He
knows that many businesses
today say they are equal opportunity employers only beSome other of Daniel Wil- cause they have to"
liams achievements were; he
Bass said companies outwardorganized a professional group ly prescribe adherence to the
of Negro physicians which led letter of the law, while inwardly hoping that someplace
to the establishment of the
down the line of authority,
National Medical Association, someone will violate the spirit
which is stilt active. Once a of the law.
year he would lecture to stu- "You
do nothing to get rid
dents at Meharry Medical Col- of the
whites who caused the
lege. Dr. Williams was appoint- system to fail," Bass
charged.
ed associate surgeon of St. "And why not?
The reason is
Lukes Hospital in Chicago. obvious. . .you want things the
Befere his death in 1920 Dr, way they are."
Daniel Williams had had a
great influence on the Medical If the system is to change,
profession.
Bass said, industry must back
up its legal compliance with a
moral commitment to practice equal employment and upgrading opportunity for Negroes.

BLACK HERITAGE NOTEBOOK
By W. A. SENGSTACHE, JR.

DATES TO REMEMBER
1442 First African slave
brought to Lisbon, Portugal
(beginning of Europe slave
trade.)

the birth place of mettle- The education Daniel receiv- surgery, they would perform a tying blood vessels as he pre- did suffer some pain and dismatics. Remains of the Ishongo ed in the barber shop wasn't post mortem. This thesis en- pared to enter the percardium comfort, but at the end of 51
people who lived some 8,000 enough, he longed to attend couraged him to work harder (heart sac). The knife with days, he was dismissed from
years ago showed that these college, but knew he needed a at anatomy to perfect his sur- which Cornish had been stab- the Hospital.
primative people used an aba- high school diploma to do this, gical skills.
bed had penetrated it one and
cus or multiplication table, so he took private tutoring
In September of 1889 Dr. a half inches. Now he looks President Cleveland appoint1492 Pedro Alonzo Nino, an
possible the oldest in the world. lessons from a nearby school
African, was Columbus, pilot.
Williams was appointed to the at the heart itself. It was only ed Dr. Williams to be surgeonTHE SAHARA was a fertile costing him 75 cents a week.
Illinois State board of Health slightly damaged. He decided in-chief at Freedmen's Hos1513- Balboa s expedition to and thriving land, while Europe
the Governor. Dan Williams that it did not have to be sewn, pital in Washington D. C. a
by
the Pacific
includes
thirty was going through its Ice After receivIng his high also built a hospital, which but that the pericardium did. government run Hospital. "He
school
diploma Dan worked in
Africans.
Age. "Black
peoples were
He cleaned the wound with a opened the doors to twenty of
a lawyers office, because at is still standing today,-Pro- salt solution, grasp the pulsat- Washington's most competent
1517-Bishop
L a C ases
in- painting men and women with
Training
Hospital
and
vident
fluenced Spain to export Afri- a beautiful and sensitive real- one time he thought he wanted School Association. It opened ing pericardium with a long and successful white and NE
can slaves to American to re- ism before 3,000 B. C. and were to be a lawyer, that is until he in May 1891 Families and store sterile forceps, held the flut- specialist. He started an inthe originators of read an account of medical
tering edges together, and sew- ternship program and strengplace indigenous people (Indi- possibly
mere cases in the Janesville news- owners in the neighborhood ed it. Dr. Williams proceeded thened the hospitals ties to the
maturalistic h u man
an) Labor.
sheets,
items
as
donated
such
ture." says Lerone Bennett paper. He then decided his
University
Medical
beds, soap, and loaves of bread. from step to step with speed Howard
THE OLDUVAI GORGE
future was in medicine.
Jr. in Before the Mayflower.
and
confidence,
James
Cornish
School.
doctors
on
Among the famous
• •
Discoveries in Africa were
In those days the first step the staff were Frank Billings,
probably the
birthplace of
man, Due to a group of startl- DANIEL HALE WILLIAMS in becoming a doctor was an who served as chief consulting
ing discoveries in this area, A PIONEER IN HEART
apprenticeship in a doctors phycian and Dr. Fenger served
SURGERY
office. One of his customers, as chief consulting surgon of
scholars believe that some of
the most important and fasci- "The only way you can suc- Dr. Palmer agreed to let the hospital. He also establishnating developments in the ceed is to override the obstacle him apprentice along with two ed a nurses training school.
"You must take a stand that
history of man took place in in your way. By the power other apprentices, Frank Pem- Perfection was the key word
Stops taking advantage of
this area, It is believed that that is within you, do what ber and James Mills, both for nurses in his school.
every technicality, trick phrase
man started using tools in this you hope to do." The above white. Dr. Palmer, constanly The operation that brought After more than 20 years in shouldn't have been. Even in for the invitation to speak and
and cliche," Bass said, "You
the
Army
and
his
having
been
corporate
mufti,
Bass'
mana
warmup
joke.
area, and that this use of tools statement was made by Freda. related to them the importance Dr. Daniel Williams intermust take a stand that dictates
spread to Europe.
rick Douglass to Daniel Hale of. keeping up with latest in national fame are discribed wounded while commanding a ner is precise and controlled;
that all levels of supervision
combat
outfit
in
Korea,
Mara
result
of
an
exceptional
caBass
told
the
assembled
reptheory,
and
medicine
Williams. This week Black scientific
THE NILE VALLEY, say some Herigage Notebook will dis- by the Spring of 1880 the three in NEGROES WHO HELPED shall B. Bass (Lt. Col. U.S. reer as a military leader. His resentatives of North Carolina and management will finally
scholars, is the cradle of civili- cuss the life of Daniel Hale decided to attend the Chicago BUILD AMERICA, it reads Army ret.,) now manager of speech is impeccable, his tone business and indistries, that recognize the spirit of the laws
zation, and that Afro people Williams, a pioneer in heart Medical College. A part of as follows, "On a hot July day personnel development for R.J. calculated and his thrust delib the white man had earned the and the morality that cry out
in 1893, a man named James Reynolds Tobacco Company era
for equal opportunity employwere great contributors to the surgery.
Negroes' distrust.
te.
North Western University.
was rushed to Pro- didn't flinch when invited to
Cornish
ment."
elements which made the Nile
Valley the cradle of Civili- Born in Hwidavsburg, Penn. After years of studying Dan- vident Hospital. He had been tell a meeting of the Piedmont Bass waived the customary "You asked me to tell you Further defining the term
zation, These stone aged Ne- sylvania on January 18. 1856 rl's commencement Day final- stabbed in the rigon of the Associated Industries how the oratorical amenities used to what the black man thinks of "moral commitment," Bass
groes made pottery before it of mixed parents, Hales fatherl'Y came, it was the proudest heart. At this time heart sur- black man views industry. In open speeches and fired a pre- you," Bass said, "and I will. said:
know of a company
developed. Most the full spirit of today's "tell amble salvo he said he hoped He doesn't trust you. Not only
was made in the world's was an ambitious worker for day of his life in March 1883. gery was not
which
placed
a black man at
that
studied
advised
One of his professors retired research
it like it is" philosophy, Bass would be "very clear."
because you are in industry the helm of the department
earliest city,
civil rights of Black people.
such operations should not be was both blunt and candid in
and
referred
Dan
to
the
Profor
premotions
"Through neglect, segrega- but also because you are responsible
THE CONGO - may have been His work for their rights cartestant Orphan Asylum. He attempted. But Dr. Dan thought his appearance before the tion, isolation, prejudice
white.
training
and
evaluation
of
and
ried him many places for
asked that Dan be made one of that something could be done North Carolina organization. apathy of and by the people of
performance on a company
speaking engagements. Follow"The
black
man
he
doesn't
Mr.
Cornish..
Hastily
befor
the attending physicians.
wide basis. This is a souther/
ing the Civil War, Mr. Williams
sent word to a few medical "First of all," Ball told mem- this country toward the Ne- lieve that you want him to becompany. Gentlemen
gro,"
based
bers
of
the
annual
Bass
declared,
"the
autumn
profamily
to
Annapolis
took
his
come
a
meaningful
l
One
of
Dans
patients
needed
part
of
friends to watch the operation.
AL CHYMIA TEMPLE
m anagement, blems of today were created. your society. The black man this took courage znd this i
Maryland to live. There, he be an operation. But refused to be Doctors and nurses crowed seminar for
27th ANNUAL
came ill and died leaving his taken to the hospital, Dan de- into the small operating room. "most blacks feel deep down
knows that you are the power the type of moral commitmen
SHRINE CIRCUS
inside that the white man is "This is true in the field of structure in the community I am talking about.'
wife with seven children.
cided to perform the operation
business and industry as well
and that if you wanted to inin the patient home. The Dr. Williams prepared to basically a bigot and a racist
The family had to be dispers- operation was such a success enter the chest region without who is not truly interested as all others."
tegrate schools, ycru could. He
ed, some of the children lived Denial Williams fame spread the aid of todays equipment. in his progress. I think you To make sure everyone un- knows that if you really want- W. Con do More Fo, Homeowners
Buyers
with relatives; two girls were quickly.
There was no trained Anes- know why. His thoughts and derstood his position, Bass ed open housing, you could
machines feelings represent a culmina- stood silent as the smoke from make it a reality.
theologist. X - ray
sent to a convent school, and at
Listines-Coltes-Loons
the age of 12 Daniel became an Dr. Danial Williams was on had not yet been invented, tion of year after year of what his preamble cleared. When
apprentice to a Baltimore shoe- the surgical staff of the South Penicillin had not been dis- he considers injustice and un- everyone had been granted "The black man knows thatd LEWIS REALTY COMPANY
sisewrtssoular
8117 Thomas St.
Side Dispensery, and regularly covered, and blood transfusions fair treatment."
maker.
ample time to walk out - and you in industry control the,
FESSUARY 12, 13, 14, 15, 16
performed operations. As a had not been perfected. There If the all-white audience was no one did - Bass resumed purse strings of the communi- 948-8890
526-9203
MID-SOUTH COLISEUM
Feeling that his mother had member of the Faculty of the was no mechanical heart pump, surprised at Bass' candor, they with the accepted thank you ty, and that you will say that!
deserted him, Daniel worked Chicago Medical College many (a device which takes over
MEW *
steamers and saw of Dan's students were to be- the activities of the heart duron
P;niccERENT muchlakeof the
ing operation). Practically unNorthwest. For,come famous doctors.
b1.s.* * *
a short time he worked in a One of his beliefs was that guided Dr. Williams took the
barber shop, and learned the if a doctor waited as long as chance.
barber's trade. He led the life some of his conservatives sug- Rapidly he made the necesof a vagabond traveling from gested, waiting to perform sary incisions with his scappels
TOP STARS Of TM CIRCUS Vtairi
home to home and from job
.
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Negro's View On Industry Told
By Black Executive At Reynold's
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World's Most Spettatular
Indoor Show
CLOWNS.ELEPHANTS
V/ILDANIMALS.100Z854
EUROPEAN Nitta TEA lp.ES

SOX OFFICES OPEN
MID-SOUTH COLISEUM
ond
•Geldsnsith's Central
Ticket Offic•

* All Seats Reserved*
less nosy M•ra.
eat /Settee*.

limbo let. & Sea.
Lee.
Upper Tier

$2.00
1.00

411 Slights,
Set. See.
Pestles,*
leg• ....$2.31
A,Ipper Iler 1.30

SCHEDULE OF SHOWS
Wedommiey, NI, 13, 230 P.M.
%Smedley, Feb. IL 1102 P.M.(3.1004
Fob. 13, 230-5 P.M.
frial•y, F.3. 14, 2,30-5 P.M.
SOL. Fel. IS, 10 A.M.-230 P.M.-1 P.M.
Seedei, 5,43. 14, 130 P.M.-4;$ P.Sit.
Ho moms PIIIORMANCI

Save`The Favorite' In 1969. ..

Daniel's father always told
him that it was important for
Negroes to gain an education,
it was his desire to settle down
and follow his fathers advice.
When he was seventeen his
sister asked him to come and
live with her in Edgerton, Wis
consin.

SPACE
HOUSE
CLEANING

Daniel took a job in Janesville, Wisconsin five miles from
his sister's home. The owner
of the shop was Charles Anderson. The shop was visited by
all the cities leading citizens.
Much of Daniel's self educa
tion cam from listening to
the men who came to the barber shop to discuss issues of
the day.

"NO PLACE TO SMALL OR LARGE"
MI e,res of c:eanirie.

Floor Cleaned 'V Waxed $5.00 upit
a JAMES HILL
• JIMMIE BEAIRD
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

2744114

LET'S START 1969 WITH A BANG! BARGAINS FOR EVERYBODY!
ALL. LOCATIONS

4x8 & /
1
2'' Gypsum Board
4xI2 (1000' minimum)

$41.7511
$.49 each

2x4 Pre-cut Studs
12"x16' Primed Hardboard S'elieg

$169M

HOLLYWOOD STREET ONLY
Wooden Front Medicine Cabinets
Reg. $14.95
$2.99
Entire Stock of Atlas shingles,
$4.99 per square
235 lb.
Approx. 10 sq. of km* White Barrett
54,99 per square
siding
50' bag Instant attic insulation, full 4" (Ideal
for adding on top of present insulation)
Close-out $2.15
Reg. $4.75 per bag
$9904
Ix4 Hemlock S4S ,
I-Truckload of lx4 through 1x12 54S &
mix. patterns YP (ideal for cheap
$79#4
decking - 1000' min.)
59904
lee z.-105 siding
ceiling
fissured
12x12 z.r.604 Acoustical
$ 15 sq. 4+.
tile
8, 10, 12' corrugated Plastic al;riet•S.12 sq. lt.
$ 9/ up
Odd doors
Aluminum window weather stripping, several
hundred sets, your choice ....5.05 ca. piece
Misc. slightly damaged asphalt
S 03 sq. ft
shooting, /
1
2,

1
235 lb., 15 Year Bonded Roofing Shingles
20 squares or more
$5.75
Less than 20 squares
Delivered Price in City Only
$4.25

4x8 4/2" Asphalt Sheeting
(1000' minimum)
dire Luan Paneling
•
3/0 x 6/8 White Cross Storm Door
Reg. $59.96
Inside White Latex Pain./

$2.99
$29.95
$1./11 gal.

FLORIDA STREET ONLY
1x6 Cedar Decking
2r4 Insulated suspended ceiling
Upsom Cornice boards

WPM
$ 10 ff.
$ 15 sq. O.

Armstrong linoleum and vinyl Corlon at Doctor List
24" Range Hood, Coppertone
5 91 .a.
30" Range Hood with Light, Whitt &
Coppertone

v ...Insole Motorola Coler$3.95
1-295 sq. in. l.ga
TV, reg. $619, 1 left to NA bolo eur
cost
$
9
4
.95
79
I-Vanity cabinet with sink, reg. $69.95 ..$2
I-Round sink with Rim, reg. $27.50 ....510.95
All Surie-HeE and Lumina paint

/
1
2 off

1, 10, 12' corrugated Plattic sheets .•5.12 eq216 *2 YP Center Match

4:11 SA"

$EM

Chipineard

6' Corrugated Plastic Sheets

$139

FORREST CITY ONLY
3/0 x 7/0 Storm Door
Misc. mouldings

$15.95
$03 per rel. ff.

Entire line o; True-Yagg paint,
(approx. 200 gels.)
Picture Pump

$1.99 gel.
$7.50

Approx. 25 Crum & Itch doors

$4.00 up

These Pricvs Geed Ose Week Oelt

CASH end CARRY
II Trucks Avolleble to Arrengo Delivery
MRS HOURS Woolley Hire Safer/fay,
7:30 11/ 500

Si2901

QUALITY
Favorite
Gift
Stamp
f
Midmerica
•

HYMAN

BUILDERS
SUPPLY, INC.

1129 FLORIDA
1000 N. HOLLYWOOD
948-4555
327-4127
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

129 W. BROADWAY
ME 3-4415
FORREST CITY. ARK.

STAMPS
THE LOCATIONS
MEMPHIS
REDEMPTION CENTERS
1451 UNION AVE.
1957 SO. THIRD STREET
1784 FRAYSED BLVD.
725 N. WHITE STA. RD.
866 S. WHITE STA. RD.
4220 S. BELLEVUE

All Redemption Centers
Are Closed on Mondays
OPEN SAN TO 6PM
TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY

SHOP BIG STAR . • .
"Where You're Always Among Friends"

v•-

SATURDAY; JANUARY 18, 1969
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Rita (Mrs. Joan Avery) Olive
Elizabeth Lewis, second
and
prize winner.

me. Eleanor (Mrs. Garner)
Carrie and Warliese (Mrs.
Thaddeus) Horne ware home
in bed with the flu.

NA!'

Guests partaking of the fesGusting were Jessie's sistertive evening v.ere Elsie (Mrs. in-la w, Dora (Mrs. Horace)
Melvin) Malunda, Jr., Helen King, who was first prize win(Mrs. Howard) Bowen, first ner, a leather belt and second
prize winner, Elizabeth (Mrs. prize winner, also a leather
Michael) Romby, capturing belt, Delores (Mrs. Anthony)
second prize, Frances Hassell Callian, along with Margaret
(Mrs. Chastene) Thompson,
lbondale, Illinois, as were beau- on who's a freshman at her and yours truly.
Jackie (Mrs. William) Hawkins
ties Julie and Nan Alice Sat dad's alma mater, Howard Unisilk, visiting their parent versity and Mrs. Johnetta W. Cardettes Joyce (Mrs. How- and °destine (Mrs. James)
Betty and Dr. Alpbonso Sa- Kelso.
ard) Pinkston was home nurs- Herndon.
ville, from New York Univering her feet after surgery and
sit where Julie is in her first Genine Joyner is thrilling Dot (Mrs. Ben) Tuggle had Saturday evening is definitely
year Graduate School and Nan her friends with tales about that dreadful flu in her family. bridge night in our town and
Alice's a frosh.
Julia (Mrs. Bill) Woodard calland
Hollywood
Disneyland,
Ethers members in the Al- ed the PATS to her home on
Mores echoes from the Tour- Vine, the NBC studio and you pha Investment club, who were Marjorie Cove Saturday where
seeing just where they stand she fed them succulent barbenament of Roses. Emogene just name it!
on the stock market Sunday cued ribs and its accompany(Mrs. Alex) Wilson was also
.Call it colos- at her home were Della Rob- ing delicacies.
n the entourage from Mem- Club Circuit. .
phis, her little Karen Rose was sal. That's what we're saying inson, the cute little prexy;
on the float you know. Alma about Ethel (Mrs. Willard) Bell Helen (Mrs. Howard) Bowen, Giving ear to the call were
Essie Shaw, Eloise (Mrs. A. Euralia (Mrs. Charles) Fletch(Mrs. Phil) Booth an official
plus charm. R.) Flowers, Agnes (Mrs. Ag- er, Wilhelmein (Mrs. Charles)
chaperone happily reports the and her energy
young Saturday night she feted her gie) Anderson, Myrtle Smith, Thompson, Hazel Lee, Mollie ,
of her
exhilaration
(Mrs. Fields, whose first prize was,
charges at their participation in Cardettes bridge mates with a Carrie Scott, and Alice
the renowned parade — they catered supper in the cafeteria Sam) Helm. Lillian Wolff was a jeweled black evening bag;
ERMA LEE LAWS
Lucy (Mrs. Shelley) Jackson,
were special guests of Dr. of Universal Life Insurance out with the flu.
capturing the second prize, a
Fairfax Walkup, former Mem- Company where her
Jessie
mate
And Saturday evening
white leather utility clutch bag,
were Margaret Thompson, presi- phian, at the Pasadena Play"The quality, not the longheads the printing department,(Mrs. Willie) Presley chose Rzelle (Mrs. Hannibal) Parks
evity, of one's life is what dent of the group with her house where she is dean. The
and Sunday she and herco- the Living Room in which to and Thelma Miller.
is important. If you are hubby Chastene, Minnie Ander- girls were even more thrilled
in Alpha Investment Club entertain the Flamingo Bridge
horts
Harold
and
ThomSallie
son,
cut down in a moment that
when they were presented from were counting their green pow- clubbers and gave them fraAsked as guests were Marion
is designed to save the soul as, Margaret and Alexander the stage and honored with a
er at her home.
grances and jewelry for their (Mrs. Charles) Pride, whose
of a nation, then no other Sanders, Charlene Yarbrough, reception
where
afterwards
LANE'S 'MISS UNCF' — Miss Bernita Benson, daughter
Annie Jean and Wilton Stein- they met the cast of "The Cardettes who were given prowess at bridge.
first prize was a leather cigardeath could be more reMr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Benson of Jackson, Tenn., was
of
Mrs.
(
Gertrude
case;
ette
demptive." Martin Luther berg, Elizabeth and Michael Lion in Winter-.
sweet-smelling gifts of colognes
setelegant
Here in this
"Miss United Negro College Fund" at Lane Colcrowned
a
Scruggs
winning
Ralph)
Romby, Cloteal and George
King, Jr.
savwith
plied
and soaps and
ting of black enterprise, Vera
recently. She will participate in the Nationcampus
lege's
Mrs.
(
Ernestine
pin:
Toles and Bennie Faye and They
yellow
at Dr ory roast beef with mushroom (Mrs. George) Clark, scores
breakfasted
your Calvin Gardner.
January 15. the tta
UNCF" pageant to be staged in New Orleans
Dog"Miss
Verneta
Adams,
al
Harold)
potatoes,
baked
stuffed
Jean
gravy,
prize;
and
first
morning
next
Walkup's the
totaled up to
TSD hits the streets. Is the,
early next month by the Nationa; Alumni Council of UNCF.
costumes green beans almondine, tossed (Mrs. Robert) Yarbrough, was gett, Julia's sister, Dorothyl
birthday of the late Dr King, And Dr. William McCray was changed into their
Miss Benson Is a senior majoring in business education.
Harris.
Minnie
and
Lewis
congealed salad, home- second prize winner, and FanWe shall long remember that home for the holidays from his for the beeg beeg parade salad,
were
coffee
and
rolls
made
was
West
inte-viewed
Dorsey)
were
where they
nie (Mrs.
his illustrious life was "cut
at Southern University by Steve Allen and Jayne Annette (Mrs. Clyde) Venson the happy winner of silver
down in a moment" that was post
Meaodows, and other television with her Louisiana accent and jewelry as third prize.
designed to save the soul of in Baton Rouge
personalities. Upon arrival in quiet charm, Annabelle (Mrs.
a nation. And more precisely
city of the Angels the George) Saunders, copping first Other Flamingoes on the
the
Hightower,
reArchie
Then
to save the soul of our own
Henry)
was greeted by an of- prize, Elene (Mrs. Utillus) scene were Rio (Mrs.
group
city which was filled with ten- search chemist for Dreifus CorWilma
Dillard,
Bertha
Jackson,
that
her
for
sorry
so
Phillips,
of
Tournament
the
sion resulting from the Sani- poration was here from East ficial of
and
Leonard)
Campbell,
(Mrs.
partner,
a
as
us
drew
she
Orange, New Jersey to visit Roses.
tation Strike.
J. D.) Williams, Mary (Mrs. Howard) Robert.
(Mrs.
Bernice
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. James Other Memphians at the Rose
Baked in Memphis by Memphians
Reflections: Hightower.
More Holiday
..rushed rushed daily to your big
The Little Club added tinsel
Bowl game were Harriett amd
Hogue B Knott supermarket for
and glitter to the holiday sea- Pretty Angela Flawers was Maceo Walker and their Candy
maximum freshness..
1001
4
'
%
son with their formal at Club here visiting her parents, Mar0
4/
Robert
and
Ruth
with
along
Rosewood. Little club mem- io, and Charles Flowers from
...The Ancient
bers greeting their friends Southern University in Car- Lewis and their daughter Sher-

Society

Merry

Go-round

REMEMBER CLEOPATRA?
African Beauty

in Mon Claire rsc.
14 No. Main Court 527-3619

100% Human Hair
All Prices Have Been Cut

She bathed in oil and exotic perfumes
really an artificial beauty.Today's beauties
are nature/ ... beauties with clear skin,
exquisite complexion ...and with that
luminescent and sophisticated look. Many
of today's beauties have discovered
creamy white PALMER'S "SKIN SUC.
CESS" BLEACH CREAM...the medicated
cream with that heavenly fragrance ...
"SKIN SUCCESS" CREAM, for fairer,
clearer, natural looking loveliness. And
"SKIN manr'F*C"' CREAM contains the
full official strength of ammoniated
mercury, the medical ingredient °Nen
prescribed by doctors for effective skin
care. This skin medicine fades freckles,
removes that suntanned look, aide in re-

Hogue & Knott '
Hamburger
;4
or Hot Dog

LOVELIER COMPLEXION

SOAP.

49.95 Long Semi Hand made Wig... 43.95
59.95 Hand Made Stretch Wig•••••• 49.95
49.95 Hand Made Wig ............3995

SCALING
GET FAST BLESSED RELIEF FROM THE ITCHING, IRRITATION AND
OF PSORIASIS YOU NEVER THOUGHT POSSIBLE, AND AT A LOW PRICE
the itching
THAT WILL AMAZE YOU,PALMER'S "SION SUCCESS" OINTMENT relieves
skin,
and irritation of this ugly skin trouble. Is removes the scales, dissolves the horny
cooling and soothing. It refreshes Ihr Om. No marten how long you have suffered
k
OINTMENT. and get the fast blessed relief you kink
.
by PALMER'S .S1(1.1 SUCCESS
longed for from the itching. irritation end scaling of

psorlaf.S.

LARGE ECONOMY SIZE (1% 02E.) ONLY 99$
Dr. size con0 444.

COMPARE!

N SUCCESS"

Come in and see our new

selection of:

Mustache, Beard, Sideburns and Afro Wigs
Ladies, See The Afro Bush Wig

Miss Muf f et
Crinkle Cut

Potatoes
10 oz.
poly
hag

downtown • union ave.
sontkland mall

—Cs S
EXPERT STYLING $3.50
"ATTENTION MEN"

R•s•r • The Right
To L;mit Quantities

=AP

39.95 Long Fall •••••••••••••••••• 24.95
14.95 Wiglets •••••••••••••••••••• 8.95

Hogue Z. Knot+
12 to Package

IIC1111K FINER AT ANY PINCE

/UMW MOM

PALMER'S

274
‘t1
BREAD Big Sandwich
BROWN N SERVE
274
ROLLS
Loaf

Insist on the Blue and Gold Packages!

Chill with Beans
15% oz. Can 250

specially sized
skimmer

Sea Ace

Mackeral
15 oz. Can

Only $19.95

230

Cream
Pies
all flavors
14oz.

230

Dole
Pineapple
Pink Grapefruit 46 oz. Can

Juice

H & K Pure Pork

23*

3 lb. PKG.

Sausage $1.09
Sliced

Pork Liver 194

lb

.Elubon
Golden niblets style

Purex
MASTER CHARGE

TO DELINQUENT
TAXPAYERS

tie-collar
boldly striped
adds a fashion note to this
ribbed acetate knit skimmer
.. . a slenderizing ward.olcie addition that is "at
home" on most occasions...
chows navy or black.

or

Hogue f: Knott

MAIL.ORDERS: add 75e
postage plus 4/
2% tax for
1
Tennessee delivers,.

CATHERINE'S

JANUARY SALE
You Are Advised That After February 1, 1969, Additional
Penalties And Costs Will Be Imposed In Consequence Of
Suits To Be Filed For Enforcement Of The Lien For Taxes
Against Land Until The Filing Of Such Suits, Taxes May
Be Paid At My Office.
RILEY C. GARNER,
Country Trustee
1967 Shelby County Realty To.

SOD,

1

We Honor
BANK AMERICARD

Morton

LB. 490

Derby

fashion specialists in sires,.
JR to 60 and. 161
2 to 321
/
2
/
.

,
Mrs.
Cast]

Real Meaty

Ham
Hocks

DRESSES • COATS • ROBES
BLOUSES • PANTS • SKIRTS
SWEATERS•HANDBAGS

Bleach

Fresh

1 2 gallon
/

Beef
Tongue

Peter Pan

lb

Peanut
Butter

490

570

1.518 LAMAR

• 321-6436
DOWNTOWN
64 E. MAIN
•
6
UNION AV E. •
274-2061
11*2 UNION
WNITINAVEN • SOUTHLAND MALL • 31164064

•

Butter
Beans
100z 1.54
Morton

8 oz.

150
114

HOGUE & KNOTT
3511 PARK

j

Mon

Pot Pies

1318 HOLLYWOOD

STOUT SHDPPE

Corn
100z 11540

Chicken Beef and Turkeyl
18 oz

4321 SUMMER
3384 N. THOMAS
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after
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moving blackheads and smoothing large
pores ... helps bring out your natural
beauty.
Insist on the original PALMER'S "SKIN
SUCCESS" BLEACH CREAM. Full 2 ors.
in an artrectrve jar. only $1.00. Also available in 44 oz. tan.

...plus head-to-toe protection with
the deep-acting loamy medication
.SOAP, with
SRIN SUCCESS
of.
hexachlorophene. It beauty-bathes
while it f.ghts germs that often
•ggravate perspiration odors...
makes you sure yours nice to be
near. PALMER'S "SKIN SUCCESS"

Sc
Fl

973 SO. THIRD
3362 SUMMER .

Open Sundays for For Your Shopping Convenience 9 AM. to 7 P M.
!except no. Si

,•••••6
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Tournament Of Roses isrl Time To Remember'
1

6

JUNIOR PRINCESSES

PRIZE-WINNING FLOAT

Southern Belles Ride On Prize-Winning
Float In The Tournament Of Roses Parade
Four happy, wide-eyed little Emogene W. Wilson of 186e ly, their pleasant manners, duction of "The Lion in Wingirls have just returned home Glenview Ave.; Genine Joyner,;their poise and dignity both ter", and a ttenecd a recepti an
after four glorious days in 11 daughter of Mr. and Mrs. on the float and throughout afterwards where they met
sunny California where they Parker Joyner. of 1532 Buntyr; their sight-seeing excursions. members of the cast.
second
s ent the
participated in the 80th annual and Terry Gantert, 11, daugh• Their first excurison after They
New Year's Day classic. the ter of Mr. t•nd Mrs. Tom Gan- arrival at the Holiday Inn in day, Tuesday, at Disneyland
Los Angels on Monday, WRS where they were completely
Tournament of Roses Parade tert of 474 Stonewall.
winners a'ong the freeways to Pasa- captivated by the grandeur
were
girls
The
in the city of Pasadena.
It was the thrill of a lifetime ,from among a field of 90 ap- dena where they watched with and wonder of this world
for the charming foursome,' pheants whc, submitted brief more thau ordinary interest famous plavland. The exciteexperiencing air travel for the essays titled, "Why I Would the finishing touches being ment of this World's
first time, accompanied by Like to Ride on The Tourna- . put to the Memphis Show- atmosphere. they saw some
of it all! Adventureland
their chaperones, Mrs. Alma ment of Roses Float". They boat.
Floral fragrances of every with its Pirates Jnd Big Game
R. Booth, and Mrs. Peggy received an all-expenses paid
Hester.
trig sponsored by the Sesguice imaginable flower permeated Safari. . . .Frontierland - with
Among the youngest partici- tennial Committee, Inc., and the air as floats of indescrib- its huge pack horses. .
going Indians and Mark Twain's
were
b e a uty
pants junior princesses to the AJniversal Lake Insurance corn- able
of Steamboat, Fantasyland- with
processes
final
the
through
SuMiss
.
Cotton,
1968 Maid of
p
san Holder, on the "Memphis Wearing lovely antebellum construction and painstaking its castles and story book
To o rrowlarriShowboat", which depicted a costutnes, they enhanced the decoration... with the hun- characters:
river streamer nestled in a romantic setting of a historic dreds of workers rushing to and its exhibits of the future.
They took trips in the water,
cove of banked roses and aza- ast, seated in the shade of a meet the approaching deadin boats and submarine: oil
leas, and otherwise decorat- graceful weeping willow, pro- line
Monday evening, they shared land in the Maqerhorn Bobsed with thousands of tresh a2cting natural Southern charm
red, white and yellow chrysan- to thousand; of spectators special guest honors with the leds through the mountains;
themums with white stock In s- ' e!wig the pa-ade route to Maid of Cotton at the Pasa in the air on the monoraii •
sems and
Hawaiian - blaca millions of television viewers dena Playhouse. Dr. Fairfax and even in space as they
The girls were a credit to Walkup, dean of Pasadena boarded a simulated ro&et
croton lea v 26
Stark..
Memphis and their families as Playhouse Gellege of TheaLe and experienced some of tile'
They were Cindy
one, dauebter of Mr. and they evoked many comments Arts, and a former Mem- sensations, of the Astronauts.
Mrs. Ray Stacks of 3062 from hotel personnel, parase phian, introduced them to the They took in mar y many other
wherever audience and presented them attractions that wilt be impr:a`.Castleman; Karen Rose Wil- spectators, a n d
son, 11 daughter of Mr.. they went, 'GI- their congeni41-1 gifts. They was excellent pro- ed in th..ir memories.

8
'day, when they awoke drowsily

EXTRA STAMPS!
USE THESE VALUABLE
COUPONS AT YOUR
FAVORITE ESSO CAR
CARE CENTER FOR
EXTRA TOP VALUE STAMPS!

1;11.1111.1.11 in,11114411411.1111.111,141111411111.11./1.1111111M111.1r:

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111:11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111113

TOP VALUE
STAMPS
with this coupon and $3.00 or more purchase of

THESE ESSO CAR CARE CENTERS
4597 Summer.-2462 Centrol--4157 HIghwoy 51 Se.
1890 Sor Third.:.3151 So. Perkins-2365 Frayser, Blvd.
2346 Summer-751 So. Highland

pZ
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TOP VALUE'
STAMPS
with this coupon ond$5.00or more purchas? of
THESE ESSO CAR CARE CENTERS
4597 Summery-2462 Central-4157 Hi9hway 51 So.
3151 So. Perkins-1890 So. Thitd.—.2365 Frayser Blvd.
2346 Summ•r...751 So. Highland

Steve Alen ana Jean Mea
dows interviewed Karen and
Terry in pre-parade activitiesj
while Cindy and Geninewere
also being interviewed by a '
local TV announcer.
At last the beautiful mo.e ent arrived and the band and
off prom p`...
moved
floats
at 8:45 a m. upon signal. 'ft,
temperature had warmed considerably by this time toward
the 70's.
Led by its Grand Marshal,
Bob Hope, the long parade
coitinued for two long !lours.
Its theme, "A Time to Reapprovery
a
member",
priate one, in the case of our
girls.
That afternoon, the gir!
and their chaperones attend
ed the great Rose Bowl Game
and watched with some awe.
the gigantic crowd, the great
teams of Ohio State and University of Southern California
festivities;
half-time
..the
the president-elect and Mrs.
Nixon, the Governor and Mrs.
Reagan, Johnny Carson, Bob
Hope. and many, many other
dignitaries'
They wound tut) their sightseeing shortly before departure time on the fourth da
with a tour through NBC-'l\
many
saw
They
Studios.
of their favorite television stars1

rehearsing

CAR CARE CENTER
459/ Summer
at Perkins
-Phone 883-6397

Whnehaven

2462 Central
Avenue
across from
'crirgrounria
Phone 324-5579

4157 highway
51 South at
Raines Road
name 396-6124

or

just

walking

around. They saw many of the
inside workings of the tele- ,
viision industry: they saw the :
studio where a number of
popular shows originate, such '
as the Dean Martin Show, Jerry Lewis Show, Laugh-In. They
talked to the actors and direc-

111111101181111111111111111111111111111111011111111111111111111111111111111111111111,

Berciair

—

at 3 aan to , repare for a
4 am ,,reakfast and to dress
and join :he line-up of floats
at 5 a.m, for judging, in 40
Spectalori
weather.
degree
were :Ail! in sleeping bags
along the curbs. . .it was
dark aad chiliy. As the sun
began to rise, the crowds be
gan to gather, began to tangte.
and the iv camera crev
began l' go intc action.

( EXPIRES JAN. 72, 1969)

Cent.
Avenue

GENINE JOINER

KAREN WILSON

CAR WASH $125
8 AM.-6 P.M.

Shapaina
Center
1890 South
Third cd
Phone 9480419

%at:kW° y
VinG:ja

3151 S. Perkins
at ICniohtAtnaR1 411986

P•isses3641-32410

Frayser

Summer
Parkway

236S Frayser
2346 Summer
Ave.at
Blvd.
et Mt. Terrace
Parkway
Phone 358-1782 Phone 458-2433

Highland. ,
Carnes •
75! S. Highland

at Carnes
Phone 452-3126

I

Sea $1 25

Sit

Monday

Sal Oper AM tr 6PM
Sun Ow $ A M to 2 PM

thru
Friday

SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
3100 Summer at Baltic

annual sale!
Hanes hosiery
. sale ends Saturday, January 18th

regular SALE PRICE
price
per pr. 3 jars. 6 prs.

style:

A: Walking sheers
B: Micro-mesh, heel-toe
C: Reinforced heel-toe
D: CantreceV heel-toe
E: Sheer heel, demi-toe
F: Capttece®, nude heel
G: Alive* steer support

3.90 7.80
1.50
3.90 7.80
1.50
1.50
3.90 7.80
1.75
4.50 9.00
1.75
4.50 9.00
2.00
5.25 10.50
3.95 10.50 21.00

COLORS: South Pacific, Driftwood, Barely There,
Town Taupe, and Topaz; Alive support in Barely
2
/
There and South Pacific only. SIZES: Short 81
91/2
to 11. Hosiery,
to 10, Medium 814 to 11, Long
street floor, .also Oak Court and Southland Mall.
)
sww wia-sser we
..
MAIL TO GOLDSMITH'S

MEMPHIS,TENN. 38101
OR DIAL 525.-8681 ANY TIME •

tors.
Besides the specially arranged tours, they saw a lot of the
Los Angeles scene by traveling the famous freeways. ..
Other famous landmarks, included l Chinatown and Graumann's Restaurant. .Wilshire
and
Boulevard. . .Hollywood
‘. me, etc They took pictures, '
bought souvenirs. . .
Each has her own private
memories of this thrilling experience. but all will agree it
was the big, unforgettable occasion of their lives.

MINUTE AUTOMATIC

1

Hanes Hosiery

Style

Color

Length

(')Check ?•10.0. (
NAME
ADDRESS'
CITY
-elS

Sine

Qualm,

GRC Acct.

4

STATE

•

ZIP

41.Vol sates tax la Tenn.. 5'4 op Moss. °LAWN"!•er reirk.t•,
add 70e neatiage. IS. each afhlitien•I iieni Mamba. 410'
iU.puptP.,over 54,, on. rarvist oi•livery arr•

Lop

Price

v•r%
• 0,orlf••
c•MP
•o'A
woe'moi

9
6
9
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Goodwill Boy's
Club Program
1 Director Named
•

By BILL HAYES

IfP42

The board of directors of
Goodwill Boy's Club announces
the appointment of Paul Smith
to the position of program director. He succeeds Bernal
Smith, who left the club at
903 Walker to direct the Dixie
Homes Goodwill Boy's club.
A native Memphian, the new
program director attended Le
Moyne-Owen College for a
year before transferring to
Langston University in Oklahoma where he received a degree in history and sociology.
Mr. Smith taught for a year
in the Memphis public schools
and was employed for two
years with the Memphis and
Shelby County Health Department.
He was recently discharged
from the Army. He is married
and the father of one child.

vented them from getting off
MSU BEATEN AGAIN
Already the Memphis State: shots. This explains why the
Tigers` are talking about next' Bills weren't hurt too badly
year when the young sopho- by MSU's rebound edge of
morish cagers, hopefully, will 61-43.
come of age. Memphis State The Tigers scored two more
dropped a pair of heartbreak-, field goals than did St. Louis
ers to Bradley and St. Louis', but managed only 14 of 26 tries
AT CHANUTE AFB, ILL., for
last week in the Mid-South from the charity line. St. Louis
in aircraft maintentraining
shot
70.4
percent
from
the
line
Coliseum.
Airman Jotahn D.
is
ance
The Braves from Peoria Ill making good 19 of 27 tosses,
Hobbs, son of Mrs. Lenora
nipped the Tigers, 68-67, riding Memphis State held the Bills'
Hobbs of 478 S. Parkway East.
the accuracy of a backboard leading scorer Joe Wiley to
He recently completed basic
shot in the last four seconds just eight points. He came into
training at Lackland AFB,
of
the
game
by leading' the game averaging 18.4 points
ex. Airman Hobbs was gradscorer L. C. Bowen. Joe a contest including a thigh of
uated
I r om
Carber
High
Proctor's long jumper had given 26 in a losing cause against
School
in
1968.
Notre
Dame.
Bowen of Bradley
the host school a one point
edge 15 seconds before Bowens' also was slowed down by MSU.
The Bradley' star came to town
demolition work.
St. Louis made it three scoring a 24 points per game State
nightmares in a row at home clip. He was held-to 10. You
for State by overtaking the can bet these sharp-shooters
Tigers in overtime after rally- will have their shooting eyes
ing to tie the game in regula- when MSU , visit their home
tion play, Junior Fritz Ziegler floors.
Four pro scouts who watched
did most of the damage for
NASHVILLE - Over the is almost a full percentage:
the Billikens with four clutch the St. Louis game were not holidays, Tennessee State Uni- Benedict, 93-88.
freethrows nailing down s overly impressed with Jones' versity basketball team was point better than their oppo63-62 verdict.
performance. J ack Butcher, able to pull even. 44) on the nents. Averaging 97.1 points
Proctor, Rich Jones and former coach and now a scout season with two wins and one per game, the Big Blue trail
Jimmy Douglas were the of- for the Detroit Pistons, stated loss in the 15th Annual Quincy the opposition's gunnery rate
Holiday
Basketball by exactly four points.
fensive leaders against Bradley in an interview that the 6-7 College
and St Louis. The trio was in MSU center could shoot but he Tournament.
McClain's
Sophomore Ted
double figures in both games. didn't rate high with other big
Coach En Martin's netters 34.5 game average tops the
Jones got 19 in each game to boys he has seen in overall had to come from behind to Big Blue quint, while the
lead scores with Douglas get- hustling. In all fairness to Rich nip host Quincy college 97-96 team's 1 e a ding rebounder,
ting 18 in the Bradley game and who turned doi.vn a pro offer in the opening round, and then freshman Lloyd Neal, is also
Proctor hitting for a like num- to play his last year in college, bounced Kenyon 117-112 despite second in the shooting departber in the St. Louis fray. Brad- he is somewhat hampered by a 5-point effort by Kenyon's ment with 16.9 average. Over
ley's Steve Kuberski. a team- a pulled muscle. Only Rich John Rinka, and won a chance- the eight games, Neal's .626
mate of oJnes at Illinois, was knows how much that leg is to play Lincoln in the cham- floor shooting percentage tops
high for Bradley with 20.
restricting his play. The real pionship game,
the ball club. Willie Fisher and
Ziegler was the most effect- problem is whether criticism
The Big Blue's luck ran out Ron Dorsey , re both better
ive St. Louis point producer of the ex-Lester star is begin- against the Tigers from Mis- than 800 per cent charity line
fling to affect his mental out- souri as they dropped a 98-104 shooters.
with 16.
The fans were critical of the look on the season. The Rich thriller for their fourth seaFollowing a 10-day layoff,
Tigers play in the St. Louis Jones story deserves close scru- son's loss. However, the Quin- the Martin road show played
game particularly for their, tiny before judgement is pass- cy toruney gave Martin's men, Alabama A. AND M. in Tunts
many mistakes both on offense ed on the sometimes erratic who played seven of the eight ville before playing host for the
games on the road, a chance to year's second home game to
and defense. Coach Moe Iba eager.
may have come up with an LEMOYNE PLAYS BENEDICT up their statistical picture.
St. Benedict's College five on
appropriate explanation after LeMoyne-Owen returns to As a team, they have zeroed. January 9.
--the' game when he said that the the friendly confines of Bruce 324 of 659 from the floor for a
•Tigers are just not a smart ' Hall tonight when the Magicians 49.1 shooting percentage which
team. This is so necessary if' play host to Benedict of Columyou are to win your share bia, S.C. The Purple Waves
were scheduled to end a long
of the close ones.
Late in the game with a slim road trip after a Stop at DilTERMITES- ROACHES
lead M S U missed several lard in New Orleans on WesWATER BUGS-RATS
chances to pad its advantage nesday of this week. LeMoyne
Licensed and Banded
when freethrow attempts went split its first two games on
7ALi_ US BEFORE YOU ARP
.
the
trip,
losing
to Bethune
away. The Tigers had 18 turn
EMBARRASSED
overs or mistakes which pre-', Cookman, 117-96 and downing
"In

Wins Two, Lose
One In Holiday Meet

PEST

Engineering Exposition
Planned For February
will
p r oceeds
Exposition
'• Engineering '69," a new
exposition planned as the first make possible a new four-year
of its kind in the nation, will be engineering scholarship, said
staged February 21-22 at the James B. Ellers, consulting
engineer who is scholarship
auditorium in Memphis.
chairman.
engineer"We will spotlight
ing, science and technology in
Busloads of students from a
an exciting way,- said L. For- 150-mile radius of Memphis are
rest White of Memphis Light, expected to attend 'EngineerGas & Water Division, who is ing '69," said Phil Moss, exexposition chairman.
position manager.
The
free-admission
show,
S e a ger, Memphis
one of the first major events Leslie
during the Memphis Sesqui- manufacturer and vice chaircentennial, will have "150 yearsl man for the exposition, said,,
of Memphis Engineering" as a "We plan for most of the exhitheme.
bits to feature action - some-'
With an eye to the city's im- thing moving, something going
portance as a health center, on. Professional men, students
"Engineering '69" will present and the general public will all
a display of medical devices find things at the show to endeveloped by doctors and engi- joy."
neers.
Career information on engiA "Young Ideas" contest will neering will be available at challenge high school students the show, which is sponsored
to produce suggestions for the ,1 by the Memphis Joint Engibetterment of mankind living neering Societies - made up
in the year 2000. Judges for of 17 professional groups and
for the contest are Dr. Don two student clubs.
Claypool and Dr. S. J. SoigoDuring the exposition, the
Ion of Memphis State Univer- Tennessee Society of Professity and Brother Philip Mor- sional Engineers will be exgan of Christian Brothers Col- tended a special salute on its
20th anniversary.
lege.

JUST
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WELCOME
NEWCOMERS!Use this coupon to let us know you're here

KROGER

TENDERAY

9

CALL
CUL EVIEES
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-603:1
1•• •• -......

,-gyr
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BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 176 SEAL STREET SA 6-5300

W
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TOP VALUE STAMPS
REDEMPTION
CENTERS
are Conveniently located

TAKES THE GUESSWORK
OUT OF BUYING BEEF'

. U. S. CHOICE
ENDERAY BRAND BEEF

1520 UNION AVE.
EASTGATE CENTER
WHITE HAVEN PLAZA
FRAYSER PLAZA

OUND

10 A.M.-5 P.M.
TUESDAY MU SATURDAY
CLOSED MONDAYS

TEAK

SLICED BACON

Lb

COUNTRY STYLE

49

FRYER

4 TO 5-LB. BUCKET

PORK

LOIN

lb 490

LARGE

STEWING HENS

lb 390

FULLY-COOKED

HAMS

Lb

SHANK HALF,

49

lb.

PEPSI, 7•UP or

Cokes

117

copvon

with this
and $5.00 addition.l purchase, excluding tobacco.
on
Cood
e. thru Tues., Jan.,

On
il

21. Limit

R.

me
re
,.'.

grVf
.)111441F1W11141111111ffigrCNer

BANQUET
FROZEN

6-bottic
ctns
with coupon and S5.00 additlonal purch3w,
excluding tobacco.

$POTLIGHT

COFFEE

1 - 1.11.° BAG

590

CREAM
PIES

23t

24-0Z. LOAF

3 F011,190

SANDWICH BREAD
,HUNT'S

PEACHES
TOMATO SOUP

NO. 21/2 CAN

290

BONUS COUPON
;SO

KROGER, NO. 1 CAN

50

so

MOTHER'S BEST FLOUR

FLOUR

5-1.B. BAG

SEE
Willie Sims At
Lincoln Center
MARK III

KRAFT ouART

and
nn Other
"
Models
To Choose From

BIZ PRE-SOAK

so

49C

JV

50
100
SO
50

with 6 pkgs. ranger Puddings
with any 2 pkgs. Country Oven
Choc. Cookies
with a pkg. ol 6
Kroger Instant Breakfast
with 4 pkgs. Reg. Sue
Frosty ACM Vegetabl.,
with two 1172-lb. pigs.
Frosty Acres Vegetables
with a pkg. ot LII Famyil Pride
Cold Capsules
with 5-1b. bucket Ground Beef
62 85
vn
. round hue or
2-lb. Bois. Stew Beef
with
or Igr Bras.
Tenderay Beef Roast

la

3-to.

rith 2 pkgs Pork Chops
with Are Turke
2 Cutu
C
t
Cutup Fryers
with 2 pkgt Fryer Breast.,
Legs or 'Thighs
with
or 5-lb. Country
Clot, Canned Ham
wi any two • 3. p gs ' nTer
Sliced Lunch Meat,
with 3-lb. or more
Wild Bled Seed .
wi

FOR YOUR LAUNDRY
25-01. BOX

so

590

25
25
25
25

with 5-lba or more Oniata
with 2 or more Heads
Lettuce
with 39v or more Bananas

89c SIZE
ottifeft PottiO

NAVEL

RANGES"Ea
s.4

TOP VALAIS STAMPS
a 2-11, or 1-lb can
Kroger Coffee

with 2 pkgs. Cube Steaks

50

ARRID EXTRA-DRY

vri

so ,

so

Marauder X-100

Kroger produce is fresh worepp e d in CrisPak
Cear plastic film to keep

1WO
•qOpp•d with 2-doors,uniq ue tunnel back hardtop stylin g with sporty two ton• finishin g; die cast
grille with conc•ol•d h•adlamps, fender skirts.
Styled aluminum wheels; point strip•s, semi-concealed wind shield wip•rs; all stand•rd. Console
stirrup shift lever, bucke• s•cits.
At other dealer -with same •aui pm•ntthiscars
•q uivalent would cost $300.00 morel

ilittlifilreiTZ,b-e;
Z.4.
it'
.) 6-tat
ctns.

Ian 171111
Pepsis, 7-Ups or

lir'

MAYONNAISE
THIS CAR!
THE

SLICED

RIB HALF

BREAST OR LEGS

FIZCSI1C-11
FRESH

INDIAN RIVER

GRAPEFRUIT
STRAWBERRIES

Phone

o
o
o

cla

WE GLADLY ACCEPT U. S. GOVT. FOOD STAMPS!

A

4310E

5 LBS.

FRESH

Please have the Welcome Wagon Hostess call on me
I would like to subscribe to
I already subscribe to
Fill out coupon and mall to Circulation Dept

t
.

U

IS

110 !O

Name
Address
City

KILL TO LIVE"

ATHAN'S
LOAN UFFICE

We've no red
carpet to roll out;
no brass band to
serenade you. Bit
we can help you
with names and
locations of
schools, lists of
community facilities, shopping
information and
all the other things
you'll want to know
about your new home town.
A Welcome Wagon hostess will visit at your convenience
to provide all this and gifts as well,
It's all yours-free-for a telephone call to Welcome Wagon.

I

Will Cut Your rood Costs,
And You'll Still Get Your Top Value Stamps!

EXTERMINATING CO.

Patronize

Tri-State
Defender
Advertisers

lasherAites

FLORIDA ORANGES

St.

SIB. RAG

PtCdetted „ ,

'TEEN z.0
TOWN
'SINGERS

row

every Sunday
afternoon at
1:00 P.M.

WDIA
RADIO
etr

television station in Texarkana,
be denied on the principal
ground that the interests of Negro viewers are not being served.
About one-third of the population in the viewing area served by KTAL is black, accord-

ing to the petition. The station
is owned by KCMC, Incorporated.
The petition marks the second time that a license renewal has been attacked on the
grounds that a television station allegedly failed to serve

ARMSTRON
LEE
lig for ioot
,

WDIA RADIO - 1070 - WDIA RAN_

7 PM - Midnight - Saturdays

5

'111,;hthawk"

By a remote possibility, would that be company stationery you're wasting
there,. Thompson?

WASHINGTON — A group of
black community leaders in
Texarkana, Tex., with whom a
number of whites have joined,
today filed a petition with the
Federal Communications Commission here asking that a renewal of license for KTAL, a
(F.C.C. regulations require
stations to consult with important community groups about
program content.)

with other persons prominent
in the community and have
been unable to discover any
broadly representative Negro
leadership ever consulted by
KTAL."

Opening Tan. 16 Through Feb. ers, Jackson, Miss, and at
1, Nightly 8:30 P. M. 730 'Sun- Emory U.
days, Matinee 2.30 p.m., Sun.
Mary Agnes Zanone is also
Jan. 26 Dark Mondays. For
making her fourth appearance
reservations call 324-4488
with MLT. She has been in
Never Too Late, How To Suc"THE STAR SPANGLED
Pajama Game. She
ceed,
GIRL"
is a teacher of special educa•
tion.
By NEAL SIMON
"Star Spangled Girl" is a
Cast Listing
fast moving comedy about
Andy Hobart — Jerry Chipman two earnest young men strugNorman Cornell — . Bill Cole gling to put out a protest magaSophie Rauschmeyer — Mary zine. Sophie, the All-American
Girl moves next door and
Agnes Zanone sends them both into a romantic tailspin. She runs away from
Directed By Sherwood Lohrey one and after the other, creatSets and costumes designed By ing situations rich in humor,
Jay Ehrlicher
line after hilarious line. They
ward off starvation and bill
his
makes
Chipman
Jerry
fourth appearance on MLT collectors with amusing ease,
stage. Previously he was seen and politics and love blend with
in "The Waltz of The Torea- skill.
dors", "The Drunkard" &
The play is in three acts.
"The Lion In Winter". He
The entire action takes place
has played many important
in a duplex studio apartment
roles for M. S. U. and the
San Fransisco.
in
Memphis Shakespeare Festival.
first presented by Saint-Subber
He is advertising comunica- at the Plymouth Theatre in
tions manager for Plough, Inc. N. Y. in 1946 with the following
east.
Bill Cole is making his first
The Star Spangled Girl was
appearance in Memphis. Has
had major roles in "Happy Andy Hobart-Anthony Perkins.
Time- "Antigone" "Night Of Norman Cornell-Richard BinThe Iguana" "Music Man" jamin, Sophie Rauschemeyerwith the Hollywood players, Connie Stevens, directed by
Hollywood, Fla. Jackson Play- George Axelrod.

Theatre Wing

"KTAL rarely, if ever, presents public service announceThe action against WLBT, be- ments for Negro or integrated
gun in 1964, is s till in t h e groups," the petition continues.
courts. Last year the denomi"Black persons are rarely,
nation's Office of Communica- if ever, presented on local pubtion, aided by a grant from the lic affairs programs. . . In preFord Foundation, undertook to senting film clips of events athelp community groups moni- tended by whites and blacks,
tor television and radio sta- KTAL presents pictures of
tions in their respective areas white persons and does not preto determine whether or not sent pictures of black persons,"
the stations were broadcast- the petition alleges.
ing "in the public interest,
Opinions of local Negro leadconvenience and necessity" as
required by the F.C.C. Al- ers about "education, welfare
though the church group is as- and housing matters and local
sisting local groups to organize civil rights activities, are virand to minitor stations, any ac- tually never presented," the
tion to be taken must originate petition says.
in the community itself.
Among other charges set
forth are:
The Texarkana group is one
That KTAL has substantially
aided by the Office of Commumoved
its operations to Shrevenication.
port, La., 79 miles away so
some- that news events in Texarkana
groups
Community
such are inadequately covered by
in
times are interested
problems as violations of the television and only a radio staF.C.C.'s "fairness doctrine," tion, KCMC, is left.
That KTAL has too many
anti-Semitism and attacks on
major church groups, as well commercial a nno uncements
as anti-Negro bias. The Rev. and entertainment programs
Dr. Everett C. Parker is di- and too few devoted to public
rector of the Office of Com- affairs, education, information
and news.
munication.
That KTAL has failed to live
"KTAL has not consulted Ne- up to program promises made
ro leaders and Negro organi- in its last renewal application
zations concerning their tastes, filed three years ago.
Another petition to deny lineeds and desires," the petition
sets forth. "One or more of cense renewal is being filed
Junior
Texarkana
the undersigned or their mem- by
the
bers are active in most, if not Chamber of Commerce on the
all, of the principal community principal ground that substanorganizations in which Ne- tial removal of the station's
groes participate in the Tex- studios from Texarkana gives
arkana area. They have con- that city inadequate television
sulted among themselves and service.

Negro interests. The first was
filed against WLBT-TV, in
Jackson, Miss., by the Office
of Communication of the United
Church of Christ, a two-million
member Protestant denomination. (The denomination was
formed 11 years ago through
the union of the Congregational Christian Churches and the
Evangelical and Reformed
Church.)

KTAL-TV Fights For Time
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Smokie Talks About Motown

SOUL
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and white for spring is seen in this window-pane
checked wool dress and coat. The ensemble is
accessorized on the model with a "new look"
shoe combining white grained leather and black
patent leather — a wide-strapped pump with
squared-off chunky heel, D'Orsay cut sides, and
perf-trimmed tip and strap, by Stanley Phillpson

Her bag by Murray Kruger also has a new
look. It's a box of white embossed leather with
decorative touches of black. Eight-button gloves
of black kid leather by Superb are worn high under the coat sleeve, and her hat, a floppy-brimmed felt sombrero by Emme, is her only touch
of color: yellow.

Leather Forecast For Spring, 1969!

LEATHER completes your total turnout for
spring, according to Leather Industries of America. One important reason is the diversity in leather texture, color and silhouette in new accessories
— making it easy to change the total look with
each change of shoe, bag, belt or hat.
Here is a perfect example in this tailleur by
Samuel Robert .The inevitable rightness of black

and he enlightened to the facts
—if their minds are open to
the truth.
First, I'll speak as a perwho is selling records, people
approach you from every angle.
They tell you all the things
should have, and would have,
that you don't have, that you
if they were in charge of your
business affairs. They tell you
that you are the greatest and
Motown is only thinking of
whoever is the hottest Motown
prospect at that time. For
instance, Diana Ross and The
Supremes are used quite often
as a media of comparison by
those who say, "You should be
selling just as many records as
the Supremes," or, "Y o u
should do just as many TV or
movie appearances." If not,
you are being overlooked because of Motown's concentration on Diana Ross and The
Supremes. If you are gullible
enough to accept what they
say, then you're not being
realistic or facing the facts.
Lord knows we at Motown
wish all of our acts sold half
as many records as the
Supremes. If there was some
"magic-pushing" formula which
we would use to push our other
acts into as many TV shows
that call for iDana Ross and
The
Supremes—believe
me,
we would do it. Why should
we not benefit from having 10

or 12 acts with the magic of
Diana Ross and The Supremes,
with as many doors open to
them, it would only make Motowns tronger. But, this is not
the way the music world is.
Only the public — the millions
of people you may never see—
can give you all this magic.
It's basically the same thing
for a producer or a writer who
becomes hot with a few hits
under his belt. In fact, in this
crazy world of music, sometimes it only takes one hit for
certain people to start the flattery which they hope will lead
you to work for them. They
tell you everything and offer
you anything if you'll come and
produce records or write songs
for their company. However,
if you're being paid properly
and you're not being pressured
—peace of mind is worth its
weight in gold. Each year Motown pays out many millions
of dollars to its creative people from ninety-eight cents to
hundreds of thousands of dollars. I know Motown pays.
Never once have I not received
royalties from Motown which
I had coming. I've even forgotten some of my royalty
checks and been called two
weeks after royalty date and
asked to please come pick up
the check.
And, then there is the problem of young people not

realizing that when you make a
lot of monex, you're going
to have to pay a lot of income
taxes. As far back as 1958,
when we first began to make
"survival money," Berry would
always say, "R emembe r,
you're going to have to pay
your income taxes, so save
your money." I listened because taxes are the main
money problem of all highpaid creative talents. As far
as being paid by Motown, we
have always been paid with
statements to show accurately
what we have coming and why.
This makes it hard for me
to understand how guys like
the three well-known writers
and producers, who to my
knowledge, never had jobs before being made popular at
Motown, could ever leave. They
were paid millions in royalties
and had key positions in the
organization. What more could
a young man ask for?
Then there are those artists
and producers who really believe that they are the greatest and that they have done it
all for Motown and Motown
has done nothing for them—
not realizing the years of good
faith and solid relationship we
have built up with the radio
and TV networks who program
our records With our having
so many records coming out,
if this relationship did n o t

exist, it would be very unlikely
that their records would ever
be played.
They probably never have
gone by our management offices and watched the negotiations made daily on behalf of
our artists. Even our not-sopopular artists are receiving
free artist development training courses so that they can
still work on dates and earn
some money. There are many
happening
things
beneficial
and going on at ohltown in behalf of our artists, producers
and writers, which are not
even considered at other companies. No brag—just fact.
So, to those who got th ebig
head or the cocky attitude, I
have dedicated the following
poem:
Success is what you are after
With all that wonderful talent
Success is what you are due
But be very careful not to let
Success make a failure of you.
The music world is a crazy
world
Full of joy and sorrow
Today you may be riding high
But forgotten by tomorrow.
So, remember when they're
cheering your name
And waiting for you to come
on
That you didn't start Motown
when you came
And you won't finish it when
you're gone.

Smokey Robinson Talks About Motown
By SMOKEY ROBINSON
DETROIT, Mich., — My name
is Bill "Smokey" Robinson. I
have been affiliated with the
Motown Record Corporation for
the past ten years.
Of late, there have been a
few incidents involving certain
well-known persons at Motown,
which have marred the love
and familytype image of the
Motown aggregation. Well, I
feel it's high time that someone
came forth and let the truth be
known to everyone — everywhere. Someone, who is in
position, to comment on it
all standpoints—Artist,
from
Producer, Writer, and Motown
Family member. So, I should
like to have my say about all
the happenings at Motown.
Let me begin by saying that
if ever I knew a person who
is integrity plus—it's Berry
Gordy, Jr. Motown was started on the idea of what ever
money a person has coming—
give it to them. Whether it's
a penny or a million dollars—
if they've earned it—pay them.
"Honesty is our only policy."
So, it gets me angry to hear
people who have been a part
of our love and family feeling,
telling people that Motown has
not paid them every penny they
had coming. Maybe some of
the ones who have gone astray
will take the time to read this

jazz funeral.
The band had been requested
not to play the traditional happy jazz ending at Alexander's
burial, but a crowd of onlookers urged the band on, and
Olympia obliged.
A requiem mass had earlier
been said for Alexander, who
was a member of Oscar "Papa" Celestine's celebrated jazz
groupm He was named a 'Jazz
Immortal" at the 1968 jazz festival in New Orleans.
Most of the 500 persons who

1340
NIGHTand DAY
MORE SUPER SOUL MUSIC
WITH MEMPHIS
SUPER SOIL -pry

Cal Do4114
12:A•M•to 6:A•M.

attended the service came for
the traditional jazz ending,
jumping over gravesites to get
a good view. Only about 50 were
close friends and relatives of
Alexander.
The funeral itself was a somber affair with only al out a 10minute sermon. A band played
"Whistle On" as the casket,
draped in an American flag,
was caned into the Church of
the Epiphany.
Alexander mastered the clarinet, the saxophone and the

Avery P. Doves
940 A.M. P. 1:00 P.A.4

Tiger Town News

I)N Jamesetta

2. Ralph Williams and Hattie
Muaben — Somebody Loves
You
3. Ontee Biggs and Sandra
Bibbs — Average Guy
4. Rodney Moore and Brenda
Hayes — You Got t h e
Power
5. Eugene Norwood and Phyllis Willett— I forgot to by
or Lover
TOP TIGERS AND
Leon Brooks, Peggy Moore,
Johnny
Miller, Rochelle
Neely, Billy McDonald, Ruby
Sykes, Samuel Adams. Doris
hiabone, Charles Scott, Gwendolyn Thomas, Charles Williams, Coretha Owens, Theron
Brown, Phyllis Sanders, Harold
Bradshaw.

TOP TUNES AND COUPLES:
1. Ronald Corbitt a n d Mary
Douglas
aTime — There'll Come

-a

French horn during his 40 mg up the playing of traditional New Orleans jazz. Rock 'n'
years as a jazzman.
Family friends and specta- Roll and other types of music
tors were bundled against the give the more money," said
cold as the body was carried Yoshio Toyama, 24. a Japanto the above-ground tomb. ese jazz musician playing in
There it was found that the New Orleans.
More than 500 persons, incasket was about an inch too
large to fit into its resting cluding the elite of New Orleans jazz, turned out for the
place.
While metal bars were being Lewis funeral in spite of rain
removed so the casket could and cold. Lewis, creator of
be slid into place, a crowd "Burgundy Street Blues," for
milling across the street struck the past 23 years had helped
carry the sound of New Orup a roar of the happy song.
Jazz buffs in New Orleans leans jazz to New York, Lonfear that the music is dying don, Paris and Tokyo.
The Eureka and Olmpia
with the "greats" who kept it
alive. Nearly all New Orleans Brass Bands, the jazz fans,
jazz is now played by musici- family and friends marched
ans with 40 years or more ex- the onetime manual laborer
and longshoreman to the MCperience.
"No young Negroes are tak- Donoghville Gravesite Friday.
-4111111111111111111111W
IIIIMINIMMINWOMMIll
1

Two Funerals End Jazz Era
NEW ORLEANS — (UPI) —
"Jazz immortal" Adolphe Alexander was buried Saturday
while the Olympia Brass Band
blared "Rock Around The
Clock" on a sidewalk across
the street.
Alexander, 70, was the second jazz great buried in New
Orleans the past two days.
George Lewis, 68, sometimes
called "The Soul of New Orleans Jazz" was laid to rest
Friday across the Mississippi
River in suburban Algiers in a

10hig
7:00 P.M. re 11r00 A .M.

Al Padang
3:00 P.M. Pe 7:00 P.M.

augmomprok>
Hi There!
The Mighty Tigers and Tigeress wish you and your a joyful and prosperous New Year.
Our bright gold and blue
spotlight seeks out one of our
Junior boys.
He resides at 3553 West Horn
Lake Road with his parents
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Nevels.
In religious life he is a devoted member of the New
Chicago Church of God in
Christ.
Around campus he is a mern
ber of the 11-3 homeroom,
supervised by Miss Hill. He
is a member of the Projector's
Club. He is also a member of
the Ole Timers Club where
he holds the office of Treasurer.
This young man is none other
than Mr. Keith Nevels.
Congratulations and salutations to a most deserving young
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Pascagoula Observes
James Marsalis Day

The Veterans' Corner

Q — Can I buy a particular
EDITOR'S NOTE: Below are house I would like under the
authoritative answerr hythe G.I. loan program even though
Administration
to the seller insists on getting
Veterans
some of the many current more than the VA appraisal
By EARL S. CLANTON III sive player, Pace continued,
questions from former service- price?
"From the first day, we were
men and their families. Futher
great
his
with
NASHVILLE — As soon as impressed
Information on veterans bene- A — Yes you may, provided the Mobile-staged senior bowl speed and even used him some
fits may be obtained at any that you are willing to pay in and post bowl banquet was as flanker in practice. I think
cash the difference between
VA office.
staged last Saturday evening, he would excel at that position
the amount on the Veterans
serv- Administration Certificate of Jan. 11, Tennessee State Uni- as well as defensive back in
Q — When I get cut
de- the pros."
A II-American
ice I'll still have to finish high Appraisal and the actual sell- versity's
fensive specialist James Mar- "It has been a long time,
school. Would it be smart for ing price of the house.
sails was whisked 30 miles to and I am grateful for the opme not to use my G.I. Bill education and training entitlement Q —I would like very much Pascagoula, Miss., for a trib- portunities that football has
while completing high school to serve as a volunteer in a ute from his homefolks.
said.
Council given me," Marsalis
Pascagoula's City
so that I can have all of it VA hospital but my free time
first started out, the
I
"When
available for college?
is limited to a couple of hours passed a resolution declaring, coach ran me off the field and
during the middle of the day. Jan. 11 as James Marsalis Day, called me a shrimp who was
A — There is no need to
and heard Mayor Bruce Brad"save" your entitlement for Is there a need for volunteer ley read the proclamation at to small to play football in
college. Last year Congress help during these odd hours? Carver High School where Mar- the seventh grade. I stayed out
and became the water boy bepassed a law permitting vetA — There certainly is. The
salis began his pigskin career. fore I worked up to student
erans to receive an education- Veteran Administration VolunSpearheaded by a local 15- manager.
al assistance allowance ($130 tary Service can use help just
committee under the
man
"In the eighth grade Charles
a month for a single veteran about any hour of the day, any
chairmanship of Atty. Doug
in full-time training) from the day of the week, generally beC. Boone wanted me for a
plans
inDay
Marsalis
Veterans Administration while tween 9:00 a.m., and 9:00 p.m. Baker,
guard, but I was the fastest
from the city's
completing high school. This There ar all kinds of jobs to cluded gifts
on the team and too small
honorary man
allowance will not be charged be done. Check with your local merchants and an
a running back, so be
for
against your full entitlement VA hospital. Your interest and membership in the Singing Riv- made a defensive back out
to college level training under assistance will be most appre- er chapter of the Fellowship of of me.
Christian Athletes extended by
ciated.
the G.1. Bill.
"In high school I played quarBob Kyat, chapter president.
terback and defensive because
Marsalis has already equalof my size, but I wanted to
ed the post-season recognition
become a running back because
of tackle Claude Humphrey, a
they got all of the publicity.
first-round draftee last season.
My senior year coach Aaron
Cornerback Marsalis has been
Jones finally gave me a big
named to All-American teams
chance at halfback when one
by the Pittsburgh Courier, of his starters got hurt just
N e ws, Associated
Sporting
before the season's opener.
Coach Willie Shaw's Dragons scoring of Daniel Cunegin, Press' Little All-American and "At Tennessee State my first
93-81
College
and
NEA,
in
and
Detroit
Magazine
calmly
stunned
Time
of Lane College,
year, I still wanted to be a
smoothly stunned the "Windy in the first game. Cunegin, wbo addition to his All-Star team ball carrier. My first year I
City" as they captured all the was later named the classics play.
was red-shirted because Coach
, marbles in the Chicago Christ- "Most Valuable Player" de- His college defensive coach John Merritt's young runners
mas Classic. The Dragons de- stroyed Detroit's man-to-man Joe Gilliam said, "Marsalis' were Bill Tucker and Gene
moralized three teams as they defense as he drove for 36 greatest attributes are quick- Bowen, and his catchers were
marched to the title of cham- points. Leroy Tyus grabbed 13 ness, accurate tackling and ag- Willie Walker and Johnnie Robrebounds' as .ne out rebound- gressive play of receivers. inson.
pions.
Coaching Jim, I had to do
ed Detroit 48-43.
the
"Coach Gilliam asked me to
The Dragons, behind
everything exactly opposite of
Lane, not shooting as well as the way I coached Humphrey. come out for the defensive
in the first game, played great "With Claude I had to work team the next season because
defense as they defeated Chi- hard to get him up for a game. the platoon system came back
to college ball. Coach Gilliam
cago Circle 62-54.
With Jim, I could never crack asked, and I
wanted to play
Larry Brown and Dan Boy- down on him, because he was because I wanted to prove
, kins played a great game for very quick to inflict harsher something to my folks back
Lane on defense as both pulled punishment on himself. We had home. They said I had niade
down 11 rebounds. Cunegin, to try to keep him calmed the wrong choice and should
again took scoring honors as he down and from getting too have stayed in my home state
tallied
24
points. Sammie emotional about a ball game for college where I would have
Davis gave his support by where he would tie himself up a chance to play football.
in knots."
adding 10.
"All that has happened and
Vanderbilt's football coach the hard work that has gone
The
c h ampionship
game Bill Pace, who coached the into
my practice and my play
wasn't decided until the last Gray team to a 28-7 victory,
has been because I was determinutes. Lane, behind the scor- reflected, -That Marsalis is
mined to make the folks back
ing of Davis and Cunegin just a super athlete."
home eat crow about my
edged Loras College 75-72.
Of the Tennessee State Uni- chances to play
football anyCunegin scored 22 points and versity star who was named
where I chose," Marsalis conDavis 18 in a game that was the Gray's outstanding defencluded.
exciting as predicted.

WIN VS $500
NOTHING TO BUY:
It's Fun

It's Exciting
It's Free
Get Full Details At The
Lucky Foods Store In
Y our Neighborhood.

PLAY...

CROSS*

"CROSSWORD" PRIZES
SPELL
WIN
treasure
$500
hundred.
$100
twenty .
$ 20
eleven.
t 11
five
$ 5
one.
$ 1
prize
100 Quality Stamps

D

c
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SHOP...

GET YOUR "CROSSWORD" CARD NOW
AT YOUR LUCKY FOODS STORE
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3471 Poplar at Highland

2219 Florida

No.17

4571 Quincor

No.10 - 1478 National
No.11 1506 East Broadway
(West Aliemphrs)
No.12 - 452 Johnson

No.20

3980 Perk Avenue

No.26

5201 Highway 61 .So

No.27 - 1693 Lauderdale

No.7 - 452 East Shelby Drive

No.14 .w 4701 Highway 51 So

No.43

Ne.8

No.15.- 2481 Dwight Road

No.48 -• 2458Chitisea Avenue

Nikl. 1471 Florida'at Parkway
$0.4
/63.6

9 South Pcnkway East
661 Chelsea

4280 Macon Road

No.9

Lane Dragons Excel
In Chicago Tourney

279 Exchange

Buy U. S. Savings Bonds

Cunegin finished the
with 82 points. James
ford and Stanley Strader
important roles in
victories.

New Program
Announced
in Business Education

classic
Bradplayed
Lane's I

NASHVILLE — Fisk Uni- Fisk campus each year
The Dragons came into the
by repclassic as a dark horse but versity has announced a new resetatives of business,
inprogram
that leads to a bache- dustry, government
left as champions.
and large
lor of science degree in busi- universities
more than doubled
ness education.
ame between the academic years
The university•s department 1963-64 and 1967-68.
of economics and business ad- The statement
says that the
ministration previously offer- U. S. Department of
Commerce
ewdt t hthe mBiSnodegree
cre in ehcoounrosm ic
.s is rendering ''valuable assisHome Games
di
tance" to the program, which,
business administration.
due to activities of participatAn announcement of the pro- ing firms, has taken
on such
gram states that a "cluster features as summer
internof commercial, financial and ships for business
administraHOLLY SPRINGS, Miss. — industrial firms are
assisting
The Rust College basketball Fisk in the development andl tion majors: part-time teachteam's schedule includes eight maintenance of a first-rate ing personnel from the firms:
home games in the month of business administration pro- scholarships for needy students; and probably employJanuary.
gram." Among the firms listed
The team played Mississippi are Life and Casualty Insur- ment upon graduation.
Valley States College on Jan. ance Co.: Genesco; South Cen- Six required courses, after
10; Philander Smith College of tral Bell Telephone Co., Kro- completing the basic college
Little Rock on Jan. 11; and ger Inc.; and General Elec- requirements, are listed for
students who enter the new
will include Mississippi Indus- tric Corps.
trial College on Jan. 17, and The statement, issued by the program. They are principles
Paul Quinn on Jan. 23.
Fisk department of economic of counting, advanced accountOther games are Dillard Uni- and business administration,'ing business fluctuations and
versity, Jan. 24; Miles Col- notes that "the opportunities forecasting, e c o nomic and
lege, Jan, 25: Houston-Tillot- for profitable and satisfying business statistics, legal instison, Jan. 28, and Texas Col- careers in business, industry tutions and legal processes,
lege, Jan. 31.
and government for young and management and organizeAll of the games are being black college graduates have tonal behavior.
played in the Sims High increased greatly during the The program also provides a
School gymnasium. Starting 1960s. It adds that the num- schedule of electives in ecobee of recruiting visits to the nomics and business administime is 8 p.m.
(ration for majors in business
administration.
A Fisk official, commenting
on the program said. "The
rate of upward mobility of
I black students depend in the
I final analysis more on the
jobs they get than any other
single factor since jobs are
usually the final determinants
of income, and standards of
living."
"The new program in busi19252y7f54.11048
ness administration at Fisk has
been designed to meet the
3250 SUMMER
12:1F°
needs of business, industry,
324-4444
government and the large universities," it was stressed.
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BOYS

IRECORD
MINNEAPOLIS (UPI) —The
record for the longest punt return in NPAional Football
League history is 98 yards. The
mars was set in 1933 by Gil LeChristian Brothers, Jan. 27; Fevre of Cincinnati against
Bethune-Cookm an, F e b. 3; Brooklyn and tied by Charley
Lane, Feb. 7, and Tougaloo, West of the Minnesota Vikings
Feb. 10.
against the Washington Redskins.
Their last three games will
be on the road against Fisk,
Tougaloo and Lane.

Benedict Here Friday
For An SIAC Contest

..mrs=71

'

2 er
older

Grob This Opportunity to

The Magicians of LeMoyne' Owen College will be back
home this Saturday night, Jan.
I 18, for a game in Bruce Hall
with Benedict College of Columbia, S. C. The Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Conference contest will start at 8.
Coach Jerry Johnson's Ma- The
charges of LeM o y n egicians will hit the road again
Owen hold victories over Bene( Tuesday night, Jan. 21, for the
dict, Rust, Christian Brothers
short hop to Holly Springs,
and Fisk.
Miss., and a return engagement with Rust College.
The Magicians are closing
The Magicians' next five out a 12-day road tour that
games will be in Bruce Hall carried them as far south as
and they'll be going against Florida. They bo wed to
1 Alabama A and M, Jan. M; Bethune-Cookman, 117-96, at
1
Daytona Beach, but defeated
Benedict, 93-88, at Columbia
last week.
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Classified Ad
Section
SALK
THIRFT SHOP 977 JACKSON
EVERYTHING MUST GO
Ac TO 91,00

1

WI

FOR SALE
If you are interested in buying a
new Ford or late Model. used car or
truck and want a fair deal where
your business is appreciated. Call:
James A Shearon
452.6291

FOR SALE
1968 Firebird Convertible. red
black top. 4-speed, wide ovals.
'743-7139

with

HOMES FOR SALE
Lamar-Airways area, by owner, says
malice s commission, 1888 Fillmore.
2 bedroom brick.
743-7139

from 3-7 PM.Weekdays-Saturday7-50 414.9-12P14.

1070

SUPER SALE

Only Ace Appliance Co.Offers You

win

SON POWER

JANUARY 19 THR.17 111
Big Bargains at low, low prices. Buy
Sales Ladies skirts, get Blouse of
choice free. Buy Sale Men's Trouser,
get Shirt of your choice free. Men's
ties, 3 for 25c Few select houseware
at low slash prices. Grab Bag Surprises. 25c. 50c. $1.00. Take your
cnance of a Big Bargain.
COUNCIL THRIFT 500P
2268 Park Avenue

WDIA

1070

Patronize DEFENDER Advertisers

A
a

OPEN 24 HOURS
A DAY
-CLOSED SUNDAY
Pride of U.S.A. Fancy

CORN

2

••••••••.011m•-••..

iTig IT COSIS,:JNI.HE- 1.01.45. MINI:NAIL!

Snow Drift
3 lb.

VEG. SHORTENING

CRACKERS

APici

can

EAST-5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)
MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON

lb.bO25

Libby's

Merrimac

NO MONEY
DOWN

FBI
Frigidaire 1968

SALMON

85

16 on.

TUNA

Cinn. Rolls

Sliced

APPLE SAUCE

6‘7 oz. light meat chunks
2";', oz•

Regular or Leamons
MODti WAN SNOWCREST WHITE
lit TEAR SERVICE s.d PARTS

11
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE 29
TREEL.6. 12..49
AMON IA

No CJEARGE

3rd YEAR SERVICE sod PARTS *ipso*****••••••• NO Oiltittie
Atit TIAN SERVICE aril PARTS ' wwwwwww44 •
•NO mums
ith YEAR SERVICE sod PARTS -

NO CHARGE

TOTAL COST $1
FOR 3FULL:MRS
it

095

2 Limit /
1 2 Gal.

28 oz.

3 Itmit

Adams

Kraft

CAKEMIX 18i,

TENSIDAIITE nic, ORTIR

&MILAN SNOWCREST WHITE
Int MtSEIVICI Had PARTS

NO CHARGE

3rd YUJI SERVICE Hod PARTS

' NO CHARGE

3 for

I

ASPIRINS
Amours
Chili/W Beans SLICEDStarBACON

ItSYEAR SERVICE axed PARTS

NO CHARGE
NO CHARGE

Pit YEAR SERVICI Ansi PARTS

5 gr. 100 ct.

Armours

PINEAPPLE JUICE
Campbe II

14 or. box

Macrona & Cheese
St. Joseph's

z.

ALOHA

2sp4 YEAR SERVICE end PACTS

5 lb. box

Kraft Delu.e

55c

1 00

$13995

poop.. NO CHARGE

JUICE

MAYONNAISE FLOUR
Quart

reg. 2 for 35d

15% .z.

6 limd

PORK &BEANS

16

,2

GREEN BEANS

I war* Dinneadable WaterSNOW •
To lit Any Mei& MOW

DETERGENTS

4 Mom banamkels"trim
3.Fit:Wry Mad&Purse

• WHITEHAYEN
311111 Sompor
'Wan ZN•41•6

liii Teem Me/. St ii

2574 Laser

Pb... 394-0,15

Phone 3511-4585.

'keno 324411G

/lb\
9..tt rs
,,NN,s

rereurera

0.14. le lbw* treme0001100/41,

HART'S BREAD PARTY TIME SHOW
AT THE BEAUTIFUL CLUB ROSEWOOD

ILL 4 Penes
Op.. 'It • snr.
*ere s.ghtt

PORK CHOPS
/PORK LOIN

i
Hr:RT'S
BREAD

FREE DOOR PRIZES: GENERAL ELECTRIC APPLIANCES
BAGS OF GROCERIES FROM MONTES: FOOD STORES
CASES OF COCA COLA: BOO KS OF QUALITY STAMPS
STARTS JANUARY 22,1969
EVERY

WEDNESDAY NIGHT

1
10=

Dash
Fred Montesi.... 3`

48

49 C

97C

25c
5c

End
Cu t MS xCe

b

""FRED MONTESI

••I

DETERGENTS
With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase
•xcluding value of coupon merchandise(fr•sh
milk products and tobacco also excluded in
compliance with state law). Coupon •xpires
noon, Wed., January 22nd. Anti-Freer purchase not Included in coupon rede.rnptIon.
ONE COUPON PER FAMILY PEN rfcci%
' 9 2-2 Ct.9-9 2-9
9 9-SL9
Q-Le Wit "

Fresh

GROUND BEEF
49c
59 HAMBURGER 4or.T. lb 45'

Ctt. Cut
loin
Or Rib lb.

*

FRAYSEE

41111 Hwy. S1 So.

2

29c

First Cut lb.

Fresh

G. KINKLE

lb. Pkg.

'
16
f"

Tide

GIANT SIZE

All Models of Frigidaire Washers and Dryers
Carry the Same 3-Year Written Guarantee

L E. GATLIN

33

26 oz..

FOR 5 FULL YEARS

ACE APPUANCECO.

45c

2 lb pkg.

Double Luck cut blue lake 4 limit

TOTAL COST t $LW5

1E1

doz.

73'

'C

it

250 „. roll

lightcrust

yellow lemon,
devils +oar '

CAPSULES
GLAD WRAP
ORANGE
ads

MEAT

Duncan Hines

grade A large

27c

Armours

Frigidaire gee. Automatic Drysr

EGGS

C

25 or.

Contac Cold

BLEACH

Parsons Clear

NO CHARGE

2841 TEAR SERVICE and PARTS

Clorox

14 on.

1i- 49c
25
59
10.. 99
39c
9,,. 67c
49
.

Fred Monies i

29c

109

PLEDGE POLISH

989

nienuntir JET ACTION WASINN

ObilleltiNINE.NomelledErtla
soligullopOn aliouiralaship
RHIEHEINailltbelscHEREHHio.
MIN kin NNW.Owls mob lot
Ore MIN app• soft NW 152
OHIO NAGS
411kMapy Orms.NAME*od sm1is
THEINS* am.mid ler a lat trip.
Erklipis swelorks.
N pus,
INNEENNICEigiTsErpolis.

Pillsbury

PEACHES

Breast 0 Chicken

NO
PAYMENT TIL
FEBRUARY 69

Jet. Action WASHER
has DPC For
'14°-iron fabrics!

MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES

Nabisco Premium Saltines

Why Sacrifice Qualitir, When You Can
'Get FRIGIDAIRE at These Low Prices

'174

9
59

y•Ilow, white Or CIVOT style2
4 total limit 17 or.
for

lb

EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT 8 p.m.
1905 SO. LAUDERDALE STREET
WITH THE HART'S BREAD PARTY TIME HOSTESS
MISS BARBARA PERRY
AND THE
WILLIAM ALLEN ORGANIST AND COMBO

4.

rg c
I,

